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Greetings! In this new  quarterly column I intend to consider strategies for
addressing the human variable in process performance improvement initiatives,
and in post-improvement operations.

One of my mental images for viewing this process variable is the familiar Ishikawa
diagram, also known as the fishbone diagram or the cause-and-effect diagram.
Any changes required in the process or its output will require changes in the
enablers. And any improvements to one of the enabling variables has the potential
to impact the requirements of the other 3 variables.

Figure 1. The Ishikawa Diagram

Once a process or bundle of processes has been designed, or redesigned to
meet the requirements and constraints of all of its stakeholders to the optimum
balance, and once all of the appropriate non-human elements are in place, how
can the appropriate enterprise support systems and processes better “deploy”
and “continuously improve for ROI” the human performers in the process? It is
still all about better, faster, and cheaper.

In my article series, I will present a set of Human Performance Technology
(HPT) models, steps, and tools that I have developed and use in my consulting
practice. I believe that their use can help you better align your human capital
support systems and processes to “better meet” the needs of your processes –
or “exactly meet” the needs of the process. The need for one versus the other is
situational – and chock-full of ROI assessments.

Declaration: I do not believe in improvement for the sake of improvement itself. I
only believe in improvement for the sake of the stakeholders and their various
ROIs – and that will always make improvement somewhat situational and almost
always subject to some level of continuous change. The improvement
interventions must be robust in design to evolve with the ever-changing situation.

The column’s first year will be spent on the potential impacts and uses of a
specific and common set of human performance data and human enabler data
on those enterprise support systems and processes that address the human
variable. The second year will be spent exploring a series of case studies from
my projects as a set of demonstrations of the applications of the models and
methods.

My hope is that you might see how to integrate a similar approach into your
improvement efforts.
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The enterprise systems and processes that address the human variable, in my
model, are those that address

• Job design and organization design
• Staffing strategies and succession planning
• Recruiting and selection systems
• Training and development
• Performance measurement, certification, and management
• Compensation and benefits
• Rewards and recognition.

For a little more background on this model, you might wish to review my BPTrends
article on "Performance Modeling & Human Asset Enabler Analysis"
published on July 01, 2003. (Search on BPTrends for: Wallace)

My Background

After finishing my degree in 1979 in Radio-TV-Film I began my career at the
Wickes Lumber headquarters in Saginaw, developing video-based, performance-
based training. There I was first exposed to the work of Geary Rummler. I worked
directly for his brother-in-law and worked alongside others who themselves had
worked in Detroit with Geary’s brother in applying the methods of Rummler and
Tom Gilbert. Everyone I worked with was a Rummler-ite.

Two years later I joined the forerunner of Motorola University, working for Bill
Wiggenhorn, and working with Geary Rummler, Neil Rackham, and several other
renown experts in improving human, process and enterprise performance. At
Motorola I was also exposed to the quality concepts and work of Deming, Juran,
Crosby, and others from the TQM movement.

In the early 1980s I joined a small consulting firm of 5 and, as a partner, helped
grow it to 27. Since 1982 I have served 39 Fortune 500 firms in addressing the
human variable in their most critical processes – and many repeat projects,
using my quick and effective methods. I plan projects, meet with stakeholders,
conduct team-based analysis, conduct team-based design, and oversee
development teams.

I specialize in performance-based instructional systems design (ISD) methods.
I have conducted 74 Curriculum Architecture Design projects (the systems
engineering level) and 46 Modular Curriculum Development projects (the new
product development level) since 1982, in addition to other consulting efforts in
the areas of the task list above.

I am a model and methods builder. I have 2 sets: EPPI and PACT.

My Models and Methodology Sets

My PACT Processes for T&D resulted from my participation in a project that
failed while I was at Motorola – a Geary Rummler-based Instructional Design
method – too many cooks from differing schools of thought. When I left, in late
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1982, I was determined to finish that effort. I did, and eventually published a
book: lean-ISD, after over 100 real world ISDs – Instructional Systems Design
project applications. Geary Rummler designed the cover for me.

When I designed the overall process and outputs of PACT, I was mindful of my
ultimate desire. I wanted to develop a front-end training and development analysis
methodology that would, with only minor adaptation, serve as the front-end for
both the design/development methods and, simultaneously, for other, non-
instructional interventions.

That methodology-set is EPPI – Enterprise Process Performance Improvement
that would provide my cliental – typically T&D organizations – with a path for
taking themselves “beyond instruction,” as instruction, dealing with deficit
knowledge and skills only, can address only about 20% of the root causes for
performance issues.

Two Key Analytic Tools

At the root of both PACT and EPPI are two data gathering tools and reports: the
Performance Model and the Enabling Matrices. This article series is really about
how these two data sets can impact the enterprise systems and processes that
deal with people.

The Performance Model documents two things: ideal-mastery human performance,
and a gap analysis of the current state(s) against that ideal.

The gap analysis identifies where the process’ outputs are not meeting the metrics,
and then identifies the probable causes (as input to additional root cause analysis
purposes later, as needed) and cause type. Most of the time the “probable cause”
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Figure 2. A Performance Model Chart  for one Area of Performance
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is attributed to something other than the performers’ knowledge/skills. I have
spent over 25 years now helping clients see where training will not do anything
but consume resources for a negative ROI, or where it can have a positive ROI.
The Performance Model and its data have been central to my approach for getting
that insight in front of them. (See Figure 2.)

The Enabler Matrices then documents those enabling human knowledge, skills,
attributes, and values required for mastery performance, and links them back to
that performance. Here is an example chart for Company Policies/Procedures,
one of 17 Knowledge/Skill Categories. (See Figure 3.)

There are 5 major categories of Human Asset Requirements that the Enabler
Matrices capture:

1. Knowledge/Skill requirements
2. Physical requirements
3. Intellectual requirements
4. Psychological requirements
5. Personal Value requirements

This 2-part approach has been looking at competencies at two levels since 1982
– before Competencies became a big thing: performance competence and enabler
competence. Performance competence is what you want. Enabler competence
is just a necessary means to that end. Too many efforts focus on the latter.
Unfortunately, research has shown that transfer of generic learning to specific
situations is problematic – therefore a waste of resources.

Both the Performance Models and Enabler Matrices should be produced using
the insights and experience of Master Performers and other Subject Matter
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Figure 3. A Knowledge/Skill Matrices Chart for one Knowledge/Skill Category
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Experts. Just as one pulls together the right people to map a process, the
Performance Model is as good as its sources. I typically facilitate groups of 8-12
Master Performers in a 3-4 day Analysis Team meeting. Of course, the length of
the meeting depends on the scope, complexity, newness, and controversy level
of the targeted performance to be captured.

And if a Process Map already exists, we typically follow that structure to inform
our Performance Model’s structure so as not to create two views of one process
performance. The Performance Model allows one to look more closely at the
human role in the processes, and serves to inform additional data gathering
efforts, such as the enabling knowledge/skills, but also other non-human,
environmental enablers.

Why produce them? To provide input to the enterprise functions, systems, and
processes that deal with the human variable, and to the enterprise functions,
systems and processes that deal with the non-human variables in the targeted
processes. Those are the HAMS and EAMS of the EPPI methodology-set.

The Enterprise Enabling Systems

The HAMS and EAMS of the EPPI are the non-operational functions of the
enterprise.

They are non-core, but critical to the core operations and core processes. They
provision and maintain all of the “enabling stuff” that brings a paper process
design to reality. Some – not all — but perhaps many missing or inadequate
enabler pieces may prove the process design robustness inadequate. Then either
the process is redesigned to fit the human and environmental assets available,
or those need to be changed. Or both.

HAMS – Human Asset Management Systems are those enterprise systems
and processes that attend to provisioning the right people with the right
competencies and the right time and right place, regarding the peoples’

• Awareness, knowledge, skills
• Physical attributes
• Psychological attributes
• Intellectual attributes
• Values

The various processes where the performers work across a complex enterprise
require specific versus generic approaches when it comes to putting the right
people with the right stuff in the right place at the right time and growing them as
continuous change might require – and to not treat all jobs as if they have the
same risk/reward potential. They don’t.

EAMS – Environmental Asset Management Systems are those enterprise
systems and processes that attend to provisioning the right environmental supports
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at the right time and right place – environmental support item assets of the
following types:

• Information/data
• Tools/equipment
• Materials/supplies
• Facilities/grounds
• Budget/headcount
• Culture/Consequences (+/-)

These enterprise systems and processes provide the process with “all things
non-human.”

Both the HAMS and EAMS must operate their systems to provision the proper
assets to the processes of the enterprise in a balance that ensures peak
performance. And in most cases there is more than one way to achieve the
balance. And, of course, the right balance or mix of assets changes over time
due to changes in the process.

So my update to the Ishikawa diagram – with some Geary Rummler and other
HPT expert influences — one that I use to frame my narrow or wide analysis
efforts is shown in Figure 4.

This is just one part of the overall analysis data framework. It is intended to be
scaleable from a single job up to a department, a function, a business unit, and
to the enterprise. This model is usually applied in projects focused on the total
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Figure 4.  An EPPI Diagnostic Model at the Enabler Level
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job of a performer or group of performers, or on a process with several-to-many
jobs performing process roles.

Having the performance and enabling data organized in this fashion, I can more
clearly see and communicate the human variable and its interface with “all things
non-human” in pursuit of process improvement for ROI. If one does not quickly
see more clearly the host of variables that have high probability for required
“improvements” to support an initiative, the ROI calculation will miss these real
costs. That impacts the improvement decision-making process negatively.

The HAMS - Human Asset Management Systems

The HAMS in my EPPI model are the
• Organization & Job Design Systems
• Staffing & Succession Systems
• Recruiting & Selection Systems
• Training & Development Systems
• Performance Appraisal & Management Systems
• Compensation & Benefits Systems
• Rewards & Recognition Systems

The HAMS’s Organization & Job (Re-)Design Systems provide a set of job
designs and an organization design conducive to the needs of the process and
its volume, and are configured for the likely abilities and capabilities of the human
performers who will be selected into those jobs in the locations where the
performers will perform.

The job designs then roll up into the organization design. It is a “bottoms-up”
approach, driven by the visible top down “end goals” of the process performance.

The HAMS’s Staffing & Succession Systems provide the strategies, plans,
and mechanisms for staffing plan development and succession, and the strategies,
plans, and mechanisms necessary to populate the organization’s jobs with people
in an efficient manner, providing career and growth opportunities where possible/
feasible.

Staffing & Succession Planning Systems take the job designs, their process
performance requirements, and the enabler requirements, and determine who to
recruit, how many, from where, and how.

The HAMS’s Recruiting & Selection Systems provide the strategies, plans,
and mechanisms for first recruiting and then selecting the best candidates in the
right quantities, consistent with the Staffing & Succession plans, and populating
the organization’s jobs.

This system must bring humans into the enterprise that have as many of the
human attributes needed as possible.
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The HAMS’s Training & Development Systems provide the strategies, plans,
and mechanisms to train and develop the new hires and incumbents, consistent
with their performance requirements in the organization’s jobs, as they have
been designed.

This system takes the individual and back-fills them with the missing key
knowledge and skills not acquired during the recruiting and selection processes.

The HAMS’s Performance Appraisal & Management Systems provide the
strategies, plans, and mechanisms for appraising the job task performance and
managing all issues (problems/opportunities) as appropriate, and consistent
with laws/regulations/codes and enterprise policies/procedures.

Where performance is falling short of the requirements, performance management
– including “development planning” (back to the T&D System) as well as last
resort efforts such as “progressive discipline” and possible “termination” – may
be required to resolve the issue and meet the process needs.

The HAMS’s Compensation & Benefits Systems provide the strategies, plans,
and mechanisms to ensure that the total pay and benefits attract and retain
competent staff, and that they are appropriate for the various labor markets in
the various locations of enterprise operations, and are consistent with laws/
regulations/codes, any labor contracts (if applicable), and enterprise policies/
procedures.

Pay for performance, or knowledge, or skills, is fairly easy to structure, build,
and maintain when you understand clearly the process performance requirements
and the human enablers – and it is ultimately more equitable.

The HAMS’s Reward & Recognition Systems provide the strategies, plans,
and mechanisms for providing non-monetary and small-monetary rewards and
recognition to appeal to the ego needs of staff, consistent with laws/regulations/
codes, any labor contracts (if applicable), and enterprise policies/procedures.

Recognizing a job well done requires understanding what a well done job looks
like.

Those are the Human Asset Management Systems in the EPPI methodology-
set.
Leveraging Human Performance
How your improvement efforts approach the human variable can be key to your
improvement success, regardless of the primary focus of the change. Many
tools exist today to help you manage this with data. But all of the ERP database
systems for managing the enterprise will not do you much good if they are filled
with questionable data. Beware generic data sets. On the surface, they always
have face validity. But if they would work just as well for your competitors as for
you, they will not get you were you need to be…enabling your specific process
performance requirements!
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In the next 3 quarters, this article series will address

•     How the Performance Model and Enabler Matrices data can be
used to impact the quality of both your Organization & Job Design
Systems and the Staffing & Succession Systems.
•     How the Performance Model and Enabler Matrices data can be
used to impact the quality of both your Recruiting & Selection Systems
and the Training & Development Systems.
•     How the Performance Model and Enabler Matrices data can be
used to impact the quality of your Performance Appraisal & Management
Systems, your Compensation & Benefits Systems, and your Rewards
and Recognition Systems.

______

Guy W. Wallace, CPT , is the president of EPPIC.  He was president of the
International Society for Performance Improvement in 2003-2004.
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Greetings!

In my second quarterly column I want to continue to address the use of two data
sets, the Performance Model and the Enabler Matrices of the EPPI model (my
model for Enterprise Process Performance Improvement) in driving the
requirements and metrics for the first 2 of the following 7 Human Asset
Management Systems (HAMS):

Figure 1. HAMS Systems and Processes

If your enterprise is off on an improvement drive, do its models and methods help
you see more clearly the change requirements for these types of systems? In
your enterprise they may be named differently and organized differently or may
not formally exist at all as the responsibility of a department or one person.

Note: The EPPI model was overviewed in my March 2005 column, which is
available on the BPTrends site at www.bptrends.com.  Just enter "Guy Wallace"
in the Search space.

The HAMS’s Organization & Job (Re-)Design Systems provides a set of job
designs and an organization design conducive to the needs of the process, its
volume and predicted variation over time, and the designs are configured to be
able to find and attract enough human performers with the current abilities and
future capabilities for the jobs in the labor markets where the performers will be
employed.

The job designs then roll up into the organization design. It is a “bottoms-up”
approach driven by the visible “top-down” end goals of the enterprise’s processes
performance.

The HAMS’s Staffing & Succession Systems provides the strategies, plans,
and mechanisms for staffing plan development and succession to populate the
organization’s jobs with people in an efficient manner, providing career and growth
opportunities where possible or feasible.

Staffing & Succession Planning Systems takes the job designs, their process
performance requirements, and the enabler requirements, and determines who
to recruit, how many, from where, when and how.

Performance-Based Human Asset Management Systems

June  2005
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The Performance Model charts capture both the ideal performance in the current
state and the current state gaps in terms of the following data sets:

• Area of Performance
• Key Outputs produced and their key Measures
• Key Tasks per Output
• Roles/Responsibilities
• Gap Analysis of the non-ideal performers/performance environment
      of the current state

Figure 2.  Area of Performance Model

The Performance Model captures the Human Performance Competency
requirements for the targeted job and/or processes of an enterprise that are to
be improved for sufficient ROI.

The Enabler Matrices capture the enabling human and environmental
requirements. Those enabling human asset requirements, and everything else
non-human -- all of the environmental asset requirements are needed to support
ideal, peak performance – peak performance that has already been achieved,
demonstrated by some subset of the performer population…the Master
Performers.

It is not theoretical. It has been done. But what enabled it? The EPPI method for
deriving the enablers with a group of Master Performers and other Subject Matter
Experts uses the following enabler categories:

Key Tasks
Describes the key 
activities needed to 
produce the outputs

Roles/Responsibilities
Clarifies who is typically 
responsible for performing 
the tasks

Deficiency
dE=Environment
dK=Knowledge/skill
dI=Individual 

attribute/value

Key Outputs and 
Metrics or Measures
Describes what is 
produced from 
doing the job tasks 
and identifies key 
performance 
measures of each 
output

Typical Performance Gaps
Identifies any typical ways 
the output or task does not 
meet performance 
standards

Probable Gap Cause(s)
Identifies most likely causes 
for each typical 
performance issue/ 
deficiency
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• Knowledge/Skill Competencies
• Physical Attributes
• Psychological Attributes
• Intellectual Attributes
• Personal Values

There are many subcategories for each. The following matrix in Figure 3 is an
example of one of the data gathering tools that also serves as a “reporting out”
tool.

Figure 3.  An Enabler Matrice

The Enabler Matrices capture the enabling competencies in terms of awareness/
knowledge/skill, plus the attributes and values that the Master Performers and
Subject Matter Experts agree are needed to perform at a mastery level. And, of
course, that does not always make them right. But who else would you have
determine them – especially in complex jobs/processes where there is more
cognitive/covert behavior going on than the physical/overt behavior that a trained
observer could see?

Since starting this approach in 1979, I have seen enough negotiations and
restatements of these enabling items by the many Analysis Teams I have
facilitated for me to “trust the process” and to feel comfortable that no other
reasonable/feasible group or non-group approach would do as well. And I also
believe that in the areas of tricky interpersonal skills a more rigorous analysis
should probably follow on the heels of the EPPI approach before any large
investments are made.

K/S Item
Identifies the discrete 
knowledge or skill item

Criticality
Ranks the relationship 
between having the 
knowledge or skill and 
performance mastery

Volatility
Ranks how often and 
significantly the knowledge 
or skill will change
Difficulty
Ranks how difficult the item 
is to learn

Select/Train
Denotes whether the item is 
a selection criteria/ 
condition or needs to be 
covered in training & 
development

Depth
The level to which any 
training & development 
needs to go
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With these two data sets…

• Job Design systems would better avoid incongruence in the enablers
required within any one job

• Organization Design systems would better design the configuration of
jobs around the flow of both the core processes that the performer’s
department owns and in the other processes that they do not own but
that they nevertheless participate in

• Staffing systems would be better able to forecast the staffing levels
required to adjust to peaks and valleys in workload at the job level,
which would easily translate into the competencies, attributes, and values
that may need additional efforts for development/acquisition or
redeployment to accommodate the predicted workload volume variation

• Succession Planning/Career Planning systems would better determine
the differences between any set of jobs in any organization and would
help clarify the incoming performance and the enabling competencies
needed, as well as the attributes and values needed for more probable
success in a new job assignment

Job Design/ReDesign

If these two data –sets – the performance-based views of the performance
competencies of the Performance Model and then the enabling competencies
and attributes/values of the Enabler Matrices – existed, then Job Design systems
could deal with redesign of a job’s performance task assignments. As an example,
two positions might be redesigned into three with a new middle job to lower the
costs of the more expensive engineering resource and provide a career ladder to
the top performers in the original #2 job – a lower paying, less sophisticated job.

The unique enabling competencies and the unique attributes/values required for
a configuration of jobs have to be feasibility tested, and the potential for fulfilling
them adequately in the Recruiting/Selection systems, in the very labor markets
where you need to accomplish this, needs to be determined.

If form is to follow function in Job Design then one must first understand properly
what the tasks are in relation to the relevant enterprise processes and their
unique flows that the job is intended to support. The process always exists to
produce outputs that are inputs downstream.

If a Performance Improvement Consultant at the Western States Forest
Services is required to analyze enterprise jobs and processes in the
“Firefighting and Watchtower Services Division”for a process that will
require the physical strength and stamina to climb 250 steps to reach
the top of any one of a few dozen watchtowers; then will not need that
strength  to conduct design and development activities; then will need
those strengths to climb those stairs for implementation and evaluation
efforts…then we could consider the redesign of the one job of the
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Performance Improvement Consultant into 2 types, one that requires
the physical attributes and another job that doesn’t.

A new job configuration may suit someone in a wheelchair who could
easily contribute to the new job because they have everything  that it
takes to do the job if configured differently. Job A would do the analysis,
support development, and then do the implementation. Job B would do
the design and the development, and then do evaluation post-
implementation.

This would mean less square people in round jobs, and vice versa, and job
designs that would be better able to actually acquire the “talent configurations”
required in the local workforce labor pools – both internal employees and external
candidates.

If a job has some natural level of “ambiguity” to it, then design it with other role-
sets to accommodate that. And don’t factor in a “lot of response-time required”
type of tasks to a job already chock full with routine, predictable tasks. Small
responses – maybe, but any large responses – no. If there is a lot of unpredictable
firefighting in a particular job, do not design it with a lot of routine administrative
work responsibilities.

Is the job designed to be rich, with much variety in terms of task-sets, as with a
marketing generalist who supports trade shows, sales conferences, large sales
efforts, training, and recruiting? Or is to be less rich, with small variation, as it is
for the security guards at the front gate who only track the comings and goings
of non-employees, and respond to emergencies by dialing 911 first, and the
head of security, second? This job is less rich in terms of task variety than the
marketing generalist position.

The Job Design system in your enterprise must itself be designed to align jobs
to the role-sets related to the specific outputs/tasks of the processes that the
department either owns or supports. Is your Job Design system itself by design?
Has it enough control in those “enterprise critical” processes? Or is there no real
job design system, and it is more reactive than proactive, driven for compensation
purposes alone?

Is there any ROI up-side for pursuing process performance improvement in this
system so that you canmeet the needs of your broader improvement initiative?

Organization Design/ReDesign

If these two performance-based views of the performance competencies and
then the enabling competencies and attributes/values required to support the
process performance expectations existed, then Organization Design systems
would reflect the processes that they own and the processes that they support,
owned by others.

Organizing around the flow is tricky when your department is responsible for a
variety of processes and their end products. It is much easier if your organization
is responsible for only one product/service.
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Our Performance Improvement Consultant works in a department within HR
that is titled Process Performance Improvement – a combination of the old
QA, Policy/Procedures and Training organizations of the past with several
product/service lines, including

• Policy Development
• Process Mapping
• Improvement Strategies Development
• Process Redesign
• Process Metrics Systems Design and Implementation
• Job & Organization Design
• Training & Development
• Coaching & Mentoring

The department is organized into teams that reflect the product/service lines of
the organization. Of course, the jobs are designed in role-sets with some overlap
to account for anticipated work volume changes and the need for a flexible
workforce. But not in every department. Just as in their client organizations.

For example, the Payroll department is more stable in terms of work volume and
its ability to be predictive. The Sales Support department is neither. The products/
services Payroll offers to the enterprise are small in number, with large production
runs of each, while Sales Support has numerous offerings and delivers both
small numbers and large numbers.  Sales Support sends out a single brochure
to a single prospect on behalf of a Sales Rep, and it sends out thousands of
multiple-item kits that vary slightly among the 50 sales regions whenever the
Sales VP deems it necessary — hardly predictive.

The roles of both departments are critical for keeping the enterprise humming
along, responsive by design to the predictable and unpredictable.

Your enterprise Organization Design System needs to provide the workforce
flexibility and variation where it is really needed, not everywhere. Is your
Organization Design System by design? Or is it a variant worth pursuing?

Staffing Systems

If these two performance-based views of the performance competencies and
then the enabling competencies and attributes/values required to support the
process performance expectations existed – the Performance Model and the
Enabling Matrices – then the Staffing systems would be better able to forecast,
based on business volume forecasts and the staffing level changes over time, for
jobs within the enterprise organizations. Again, at the enabler levels. And not
using some generic competency model.

Understanding the peaks and valleys of staffing requirements and being able to
deal with them can have a major impact on short-term customer satisfaction,
long-term employee satisfaction, and, ultimately, shareholder satisfaction
regarding the profitability of their investment.
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Understanding the competencies, attributes, and values specifically allows the
Staffing System to provide planning input elsewhere. For example, the implications
for workforce flexibility and planning for recruiting/selection efforts and for meeting
the cross-training needs can be driven by the real performance competencies
and the enabling knowledge/skill competencies, attributes, and values.

The Western States Forest Services’ Staffing System is capable of
predicting shrinkage and growth in specific jobs at the competency and
enabling competency and attributes level and can provide that input to
the Succession Planning System for attempting to keep everyone
currently on the payroll gainfully employed with reasonable investment
costs for the cross-T&D needed to provide this flexibility.

Job stability is a key factor in choosing and keeping a job for the
employees and prospects in the remote locations where WSFS operates.
This approach promotes that.

Your enterprise Staffing System needs to be able to predict the ebb and flow, the
growth, stability, and decline in the numbers of people required to fill specific
jobs in terms of role-sets of the job, the performance competency capability
requirements that may need to have been previously demonstrated (if any), and
the enabling knowledge/skill competencies and other human attributes and values
that are necessary for peak performance.

It is complex. There is no denying that. Is your Staffing System performance-
based dealing with the real-world complexity and does it make the human asset
requirements of each specific staff job clearer?

Succession Planning Systems

Again, if the Performance Model and Enabler Matrices can provide for a realistic,
performance-based view of the required human performance competencies and
the enabling human knowledge/skill competencies and the other human attributes/
values required to support the process performance expectations existed, then
Succession Planning/Career Planning systems could paint a very realistic picture
of those requirements and enable people to plan their own way to develop the
means to meet the needs as specified by the enterprise recruiting system’s and
the selection system’s criteria.

With the additional clarity and motivation that clear, public staffing plans – without
giving away the really important strategic plans in the works – provide to an
individual employee, development planning for a possible future job assignment
can be clear and easy. It does not guarantee that just anyone gets whatever job
they aspire to and work quite hard toward, but it does provide a visible, rationale
process and is, ultimately, a fairer system.

Your Succession Planning system needs to be able to break the job requirements
into specifics such as

• The task capability requirements
• The enabling knowledge/skill requirements
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• The attribute/value requirements

Many, but not all, of the employees of the Western States Forest Firefighting
and Watchtower Division are looking for a move up and more pay. They want
a process and a roadmap that is rational, clear, and fair.

If they are qualified as a Senior Watchtower Observer now and want really to
be the Maintenance Manager of the Forest Services Public Golf Course
someday, then how do they better self assess their real desire and the
reality of that dream job? How can they better assess their own capacity to
meet the learning and applications challenges that would lie ahead? And
what would they do first, second, and later? What would the plan be? What
resources exist? Etc.

The Succession Planning System needs to be linked and in sync with the other
Human Asset Management Systems so that succession planning links to career
planning and into recruiting and selection, and training and development, etc.

Does your current system’s design do so?

Column Close

Regardless of whether you embrace the specifics of my EPPI model or not, my
intent was to provide you with an example of how one might use a “performance-
based view” of the human requirements that should be driving your HR systems/
processes – your people assets, along with your environmental assets. Your
enterprise has invested in your HR systems for a return.

They are either meeting the need, or they are inadequate. If you were to “improve”
these systems, how would you start to specify the changes needed and the
metrics to be put into place? I would make the metrics focus on meeting the real
process performance needs of the enterprise’s key areas of business.

First, define what they are to deliver to the enterprise. In most cases it is as
simple as providing people capable of meeting their role requirements within the
enterprise’s process needs – not just in the core processes, but in all of the
critical processes of the enterprise! Payroll is not a core process – but you
cannot afford to have it screwed up either. It isn’t non-critical.

And not all systems and processes need to be in as “tight of control” as some
others might. As always, it depends. What is the ROI for doing nothing at all
versus addressing the issue? If some processes were totally broke they would
only be a nuisance; others would sink the enterprise ship.

In the next column we will cover the use of the Performance Model and Enabler
Matrices in driving the Recruiting and Selection Systems and the Training and
Development Systems. Until the next quarter…cheers!

Guy W. Wallace, CPT, is the
president of EPPIC Inc. He has
been an external performance
improve-ment consultant since
1982 and has served 29 of the
current Fortune 500 since then. He
was the president of the
International Society for
Performance Improvement in
2003-2004. Guy may be reached via
his web site at www.eppic.biz.
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Greetings!

This quarterly column’s 3rd issue continues to address the use of the Performance
Model (PM) and the Enabler Matrices (EM) in driving the requirements for the
products and processes of the Human Asset Management Systems (HAMS).
The PMs and EMs also feed the Environmental Asset Management Systems
(EAMS), the intended subject for the second year of quarterly columns.

This month's column addresses the 3rd and 4th HAMS of the EPPI model –
Recruiting/Selection systems and Training/Development systems. (See Figure
1.)

In our view the process itself and the enabling HAMS and EAMS are the three
key variable-sets to focus on. And one must always begin with the process
itself, then look at the HAMS and EAMS in terms of whether their balance/
compatibilities reliably, effectively, and efficiently enable the processes.

In overview, the Recruiting and Selection Systems provide the strategies,
plans, and mechanisms for first recruiting and then selecting the best candidates
in the right quantities, consistent with the Staffing and Succession plans and
populating the organization’s jobs.

This system takes the human enablers that are deemed to be “required” in the
new hire (or the new-to-the-job transferee) and creates recruiting guides/
instruments to identify and select candidates. Some enablers may be
showstoppers because T&D cannot bridge the attributes gap. Others will be
less important. Some will be ignored. It is situationally dependant.

This system must bring humans into the enterprise that have as much as possible
of the human attributes needed.

In overview, the Training and Development Systems provide the strategies,
plans, and mechanisms to train and develop the new hires and incumbents in a
way that is consistent with the performance requirements in the organization’s
jobs, as they have been designed.

This system takes the individual and back-fills them with the missing key
knowledge and skills not acquired during the recruiting and selection processes.

Sometimes the recruiting/selection system may not be able to hire to the ideal.
Lacking awareness, knowledge, and skill might be reasonably addressed by
this system. But some items will be too costly if you let them go with “Recruiting
and Selection” and then expect “Training and Development” to pick them up and
fix them.

One example would be deep technical expertise, such as electrical engineering
or programming. It would probably be best to hire an engineer or programmer
with a solid base of expertise and then teach them new things on top of their
current levels of knowledge/skill.

Data That Drives Process Performance Design & Improvement

September 2005
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But there are some things that “Training and Development” should not be expected
to resolve at reasonable cost. Physical attributes, psychological attributes,
intellectual attributes, and values are somewhat problematic. They may possibly
be adjusted/developed, but most likely at too great a cost and too long a cycle
time. However, sometimes you may have to try anyway, depending on the local
market’s labor pool and cost structure. You may just have to try to grow your
own. And that should be a conscious, considered decision.

So What?

Whether you buy into the specifics of the EPPI models and methods, the key
questions that I am trying to help you explore are:
• Do the models and methods you are using in your improvement efforts

help you see more clearly the change requirements for these HAMS-
types of systems?

• Do they wire all of the HAMS and EAMS of your enterprise and feed
your ERP data system in a consistent, manageable manner?

• How might they be adapted to really address specific process
performance and the required enablers rather than rely on generic
competencies as their drivers?

Figure 1.  The EPPI Framework for Enterprise Process Performance Improvement analysis data-sets and internal
enterprise systems to enable business processes.
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Now, most likely, your enterprise has configured and named the EPPI HAMS in
Figure 1 differently. Or they may not formally exist at all in your enterprise or be
the responsibility of any department or any one person. It may be that “it’s every
department for itself,” which would be unfortunate – but only if it were a critical
position in a critical business processes that has significant consequences for
success or failure.

As always, it depends. For example, job design done poorly for a position on
the receiving docks in the cash cow division may be considerably less critical
than the program manager in charge of new product development for the rising
star division. And the Recruiting/Selection systems and Training/Development
systems should be robust enough to treat these two enterprise positions
differently, with greater rigor for the more critical position.

The Performance Model, the Enabler Matrices, & Scalability

There are two key data sets we are addressing in this quarterly column: The
Performance Model (PM) and the Enabling Matrices (EM).

The PM data gives us a realistic view – a detailed, specific view of performance
competencies. It does not capture generic competencies when it comes to
process performance. The EM data then provides us a performance-based view
of the enabling competencies, and the physical/intellectual/psychological
attributes and personal values necessary for peak performance.

      An Aside

This is where the generic competencies show up…in the Enabler Matrices.
The EMs always include generic and specific enabler items such as the
partial list below for a critical job in the back-office sales organization for an
enterprise trying desperately to improve its poor customer satisfaction survey
results and marketplace reputation:
• Product knowledge and trends
• Competitive product knowledge and trends/reputations by product
• Industry knowledge and trends
• Regulatory requirements and trends (for 50 States/U.S. Federal

and the 22 other countries)
• Customer orientation/attitude
• Safety First attitude
• Friendly demeanor
• Good phone skills, articulate and poised
• Good with foreign callers
• Not easily ruffled or unnecessarily rushed
• Stamina
• Attention to detail
• Organized thinking in activities and work products in evidence
• Think quickly on their feet in sticky situations
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• Knowledgeable about company returns policies/procedures and how
to get replacement items to customers anywhere on the planet
ASAP!

The approach reflected in this list differs from the approach revealed below in
the Oil Rig Fire Fighting Global Supply company’s current list of key
competencies where everyone is to rally around and work towards recruiting,
development, compensation, and improving retention for critical job positions
in a growing industry where the hiring away of talent is common:
• Working Safely for Everyone’s Safety
• Taking a Strategic/Long-Term View in All Our Plans and Actions
• Inspiring the People Around You
• Working as a Team
• Planning and Managing Risks/Rewards and Driving for Intended

Results
• Being Functionally Knowledgeable
• Using Technology Wisely
• Continually Developing Yourself and Others for the Continuous

Changes Ahead

Which list will better “feed” your enterprise’s systems and provide them the
right people with the right competencies, applied to the right processes at
the right time, and at a reasonable cost? Compare the first list to whatever
you are using to drive the human requirements systems in your enterprise.

The PM

The Performance Model charts capture both the ideal performance in the current
state and the current state’s gaps in terms of the following data sets:
• Area of Performance
• Key Outputs produced and their key Measures
• Key Tasks per Output
• Roles/Responsibilities
• Gap Analysis of the non-ideal performers/performance environment of

the current state

The Performance Model captures the Human Performance Competency
requirements for the targeted job and/or processes of an enterprise that are to
be improved for sufficient ROI (See Figure 2.)

The EM

The Enabler Matrices capture the enabling human and environmental
requirements. The enabling human asset requirements, and everything else that
is non-human, and all of the environmental asset requirements that are needed
to support ideal, peak performance that has already been demonstrated in the
peak performances currently achieved by a certain subset in the performer
population…the Master Performers.
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This is not theoretical. It has been done. But what enabled it? The EPPI method
for deriving the enablers with a group of Master Performers and other Subject
Matter Experts uses the following enabler categories:
• Knowledge/Skill Competencies
• Physical Attributes
• Psychological Attributes
• Intellectual Attributes
• Personal Values

There are many subcategories for each. The EM in figure 3 is an example of one
of the data gathering tools that also serves as a “reporting out” tool.  The Enabler
Matrices capture the enabling competencies in terms of awareness/knowledge/
skill, plus the attributes and values that the Master Performers and Subject
Matter Experts agree are needed to perform at a mastery level. And, of course,
that does not always make them right. But who else would you have determine
them – especially in complex jobs/processes where there is more cognitive/
covert behavior going on than the physical/overt behavior that a trained observer
could easily see?

Next – the applications of those two data sets in the improvement of the following
HAMS of the EPPI model:
• Recruiting systems
• Selection systems
• Training systems
• Development systems

Figure 2. A Performance Model Chart.
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In the EPPI model they are presented as two pairs, for there is much in common
between the sub-systems in each pair.

A Note About PM and EM Scalability

OK, but how to get your arms around an entire enterprise, with all of its complexity
and layers and units? My answer has been to embrace the functional orientation
of the existing enterprise organization structure and take a process view of it
that requires establishing/identifying functional “ownership” and functional/job
“participation” roles for each and every process of importance (let’s still be
reasonable here while seemingly boiling the ocean). Figure 4 presents a graphic
of the data sets and their relationships.

And to add further structure to help identify opportunities for process common-
ization, both across and up and down the organization, I use the EPPI model for
Management Areas of Performance. It distinguishes between 4 types of processes
and bundles 3 of those into 14 common sets of processes.

The fourth category of processes will be unique to every last department, unless
the enterprise has redundancy by design or just inadvertently. Those are the

Figure 3. An Enabler Matrix.
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Individual/Team AoPs (Areas of Performance – the chunking/segmentation device
of EPPI). Those unique processes are the reasons-for-being for that unit/function/
department. Think of it as a Work-Breakdown structure. (See Figure 5.)

So now that we have established the scalability of both the Performance Model
and Enabler Matrices, let’s look into their utility in Recruiting and Selection
systems and Training and Development systems.

Figure 4.  An EPPI Framework for Process Performance and Enabler Data-Set Scalability.
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Figure 5.  An EPPI Model for Organizing Areas of Performance (AoPs).
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Recruiting Systems

Where these two data sets, the Performance Model and the Enabler Matrices,
exist, the Recruiting system will “recruit for” as many of the more difficult to
train/develop knowledge/skills and attributes/values as the local labor market
will provide,  at a reasonable compensation cost; they may have to leave some
competencies and some enablers to the Training and Development systems, to
finish the job.

Recruiting efforts may be much less costly and/or more satisfactory in achieving
reduced time-to-performance than developing those critical enablers in a mass
of trainees via the training system.

And then there are just those things that you cannot “recruit for” off the street –
such  as organization structure or internal policies/procedures. You will have to
train on those enablers. But you might be able to “recruit for” enablers such as
competitive product knowledge, or the capability of continued-friendliness-in-
the-face-of-duress, a psychological attribute.

Our Performance Improvement Consultant job at the Western States
Forest Services is required to analyze enterprise jobs and processes in
the “Firefighting and Watchtower Services Division.” They will need many
competencies and attributes and values:
• Values such as respect for nature and conservation.
• Attributes such as inquisitiveness and ability to withstand

isolation and the stress of emergency situations.
• Knowledge such as departmental policies, state and federal

laws and key contacts data for key personnel in case of
emergencies.

• Skills such as computer keyboarding and a half dozen computer
applications, tuning the gas engine of a chain saw and some of
the company firefighting equipment…because at the Western
States Forest Services EVERYONE is a firefighter when
necessary.

Everyone is prepared to be on the team and field to battle a fire. That
takes a lot of communications and training and that brings “loners”
together a lot.

Recruiting for staff that can handle the incongruence of dealing with
loneliness most of the time and teaming during other times is tricky.
Finding staff that can handle a lot of boredom and then the short but
terrible stress and duress of a firefight is also difficult.

But can you imagine the consequences of not having gotten that more-
right-than-not most-of-the-time? Something approaching six sigma?

Are your Recruiting systems “recruiting for” the correct variables in the mix of
human competencies, attributes, and values for all of your jobs, or minimally for
your most critical jobs? Is this Human Asset Management System adequate by
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design? Will your broader improvement efforts require retuning this system if it
may impede ROI achievement?

Selection Systems

If these two data sets, the Performance Model and the Enabler Matrices, existed,
then the Selection system following on the heels of the Recruiting system would
further down-select from the pool of candidates that that recruiting system
generated from internal candidates and/or external prospects.

If Recruiting were step 1 – then Selection would be step 2. Find a pool of
candidates at a lesser cost in Recruiting. And down-select in the Selection
systems with a one step process for less critical jobs or a two-or-three sub-step
process at greater cost for more critical jobs in the enterprise.

The Selection system is either taking the cream off the top in a rich labor market
or making tougher selection decisions from a less-than-ideal set of candidates.
The Selection system may also be where governmental mandates or enterprise
targets are realized. If the enterprise has determined that it is under-represented
in certain functional or levels by certain groups, it can better manage the incoming
employee pipeline at this juncture without bending the requirements bar lower.
Or, if it is necessary to bend the bar, then they can at least see more clearly and
better understand the implications for additional training costs, or anticipate
poor performance costs (warranties, repair, scrap, rework) downstream if the
employee goes untrained/undeveloped.

Our Performance Improvement Consultant job at the Western States
Forest Services requires many competencies, as well as  enabling
knowledge/skills/attributes and values.

Once the Recruiting system has identified the job candidates with enough
of the right stuff, including all of the job incoming showstopper enablers,
the down selecting begins.

Internal candidates probably already have some of the soft knowledge/
skills/attributes/values (K/S/A/V) needed for their current jobs, such
as
• Respect for nature and conservation
• Inquisitiveness
• Ability to withstand isolation and the stress of emergency

situations.
• Departmental policies
• State and federal laws
• Key contacts data for key personnel in case of emergencies
• Tuning the gas engine of a chain saw and some of the company

firefighting equipment…because at the Western States Forest
Services EVERYONE is a firefighter when necessary.
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Internal candidates might not but could have the following K/S/A/Vs
needed for the new job:
• Computer keyboarding
• Computer applications operations
• Techniques for facilitating group meetings and processes
• Meeting planning and agenda development
• Preparing for and conducting interviews
• Reading/interpreting technical documents and manuals
• Design and development support – in conjunction with the

owning organization – for various human asset management
systems

Which are the higher priorities and which are the lower as you rate each candidate
against other candidates, or to a standard? The priorities are certainly not all of
equal importance. The Performance Model captures the criticality of each item
to guide the efforts downstream from analysis where the systems are aligned/
realigned to the requirements of the Performance Model and the Enabler Matrices.

For a consulting firm where I was a partner, 1982-1997, we used the Cindy-
standard for our Production Specialist positions. EVERYONE we recruited and
then finally selected (made an offer to) was rated in several areas against Cindy,
our all time Master Performer in that position. We knew from experience which
of the enablers were indeed more critical to have and which were nearly impossible
for us to train/develop at reasonable cost.

Is your Selection system focused on the right enablers in the down-select process
for the candidate pool generated by your Recruiting system? Or are you leaving
too much for Training and Development systems to handle at reasonable cost?
Or have you no alternative, given your labor market or the uniqueness of your
particular K/S/A/V, and so it must be left to T&D?

Training Systems

If the Performance Model and the Enabler Matrices existed – then the training
systems could train employees on the enablers necessary to perform the specific
job tasks that produce worthy process outputs/results in the critical processes
that they are assigned.

With a Performance Model the desired end-state of performance competence
would be very visible, more easily debatable as needed, and easier to keep
current. The Training system could be held accountable for picking up where
Recruiting/Selection left off, individual by individual, and could plan and deploy
the awareness, knowledge, and/or skills-building needed to prepare the employee
to become a competent performer in the business processes where they will be
assigned.

At the Western States Forest Services, critical target audiences and
critical processes are prioritized for 2 levels of ISD – Instructional
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Systems Design: Curriculum Architecture Design (CAD) and Modular
Curriculum Development/Acquisition (MCD)

CAD is a systems engineering level where the performance-based
analysis, producing Performance Models and using the Knowledge/Skill
portion of the Enabler Matrices, is used as a Training Needs Analysis
and Training Ggap Analysis to set priorities for the training new build
and maintenance efforts.

CAD gap priorities are not established by the Training organization, but
by their stakeholders who see to it that the enterprise strategies and
tactical plans are supported appropriately by awareness-building
communications, knowledge-building education, and skill-building
training. Those levels of instruction are built/bought using another EPPI
model/method set of Modular Curriculum Development/Acquisition -
MCD. MCD is the new product development level of instructional design.

The CAD process architects the entire training path or roadmap for one
or many target audiences using a modular design strategy intended to
increase use of the non-unique content and to reduce the life cycle
costs by managing an internal product line of training (and
communications and education). Then MCD builds and buys instructional
content according to stakeholder priorities, based on their risk
assessments and ROI projections. Those low priority CAD gaps that
never see a nickel in MCD funding can still be called out for local
unstructured on-the-job training efforts – just  the way it has always
been for many of the less-than-critical tasks that make up the process
performance at WSFS.

Every new employee at the Western States Forest Services has a training
road map for his/her job. Some of these roadmaps are quite different
from the others. Some have a lot of formal training laid out in them, and
others have more unstructured on-the-job training, but each lays out
training for the current job.

Development for the next job will be covered next.

Development Systems

If the Performance Model and the Enabler Matrices exists, then visibility of the
task competence and the enabling K/S competence of any “next job” is more
easily seen, and the relative ease or difficulty in any transition from one to another
is more readily understood.

And since the training path may exist (to some extent, always depending on
priority) for any next job, the “delta” is more easily planned for and addressed.
The “development” costs to the enterprise for taking an employee from their
current job to any other can be compared as part of that Succession Planning
effort reviewed in the last column.
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At the Western States Forest Services company employees so motivated
can search out and study for themselves the Performance Model, the
Enabler Matrices, and any modules of content that provide what in the
T&D world are known as the advanced organizers which provide the big
picture overview of all of the job. Sometimes  pre-tests and self-
assessment guides are put into place for some of the more critical
aspects of that potential, new, critical job where priorities/risks warrant.

WSFS finds that the number of dropped requests for job transfers has
diminished since this new approach was put into place, and  that the
number of people who want their old jobs back within weeks of transfer
has also gone down.

Is your Development system picking up where the current job training left off and
minimizing the unneeded training for the next job?

Summary

My EPPI – Enterprise Process Performance Improvement models and methods
– attempt to simplify the very complex, not necessarily to make it simple.

The question for the reader is, “Do my internal versions of the HAMS – the
Human Asset Management Systems — address the human variable requirements
in support of the real-world process performance specifics of MY enterprise
adequately?”

Or are you driving all of your recruiting/selection and training/development efforts
off of some set of generic competencies that are not too different from your
competitors? Will your approach differentiate you enough in the critical areas to
win in the marketplace?

If not, is there significant ROI to be recovered in an improvement to one or more
of these Human Asset Management Systems? Or would there be more I than R
and therefore not worth it?

In the next column we will cover the use of the Performance Model and Enabler
Matrices in driving the Performance Appraisal/Management systems, the
Compensation/Benefits systems, and the Rewards/Recognition systems. That
will wrap the Human Asset Management Systems portion of the EPPI model-
set. Then it will be on to the EAMS – Environmental Asset Management Systems
– for the following year.

Until the next quarter…cheers!

-----
Guy W. Wallace, CPT, is the president of EPPIC Inc. He has been an
external performance improvement consultant since 1982 and has served over
40 of the Fortune 500 since then. His professional bio was listed in Who’s
Who in America in 2001. He was the president of the International Society for
Performance Improvement in 2003-2004. Guy may be reached via his web site
at www.eppic.biz.
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Greetings!

This quarterly column’s 4th issue continues to address the use of the Performance
Model and the Enabler Matrices in driving the requirements for the products and
processes of the Human Asset Management Systems (HAMS):

This column addresses the 5th, 6th, and 7th HAMS of the EPPI model – one of
many models/method-sets in the collection I have labeled: Enterprise Process
Performance Improvement. The prior three columns have overviewed EPPI, HAMS,
and the first 4 of the HAMS. This column also examines the establishment of
process and output measures to assure alignment with the process’ key
stakeholders.

In quick overview…

The Performance Appraisal and Management Systems provide the
strategies, plans, and mechanisms for appraising the job task
performance and for managing all issues (problems/opportunities) as
appropriate, and consistent with all laws, regulations, codes, any labor
contracts, as applicable, and all enterprise policies and procedures.

The Compensation and Benefits Systems provide the strategies, plans,
and mechanisms to ensure that the total pay and benefits attract and
retain competent staff, appropriate for the various labor markets for the
various locations of enterprise operations, and are consistent with laws,
regulations, codes, any labor contracts, as applicable, and all enterprise
policies and procedures.

The Reward and Recognition Systems provide the strategies, plans,
and mechanisms for providing non-monetary and small-monetary rewards
and recognition to appeal to the ego needs of staff, and are consistent

Wrapping Up the HAMS of Process Management-Design-Improvement

December  2005

HAM Systems & ProcessesHAM Systems & Processes
Organization & Job
Redesign Systems

Staffing & Succession
Planning Systems

Recruiting & Selection
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Training & Development
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Systems
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Figure 1. The Human Asset Management System (HAMS)
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with laws, regulations, codes, any labor contracts, as applicable, and
all enterprise policies and procedures.

Again, the questions that I am trying to help you with in this series of columns –
regardless of any “your models versus mine” issues that arise from me publishing
mine here for illustrative purposes – are

Do the models/methods you are using in your improvement efforts help
you see more clearly the specific change requirements for these HAM-
types of systems in your enterprise?

Do your models/methods wire all of the HAMS and EAMS of your
enterprise and feed your ERP system in a consistent, manageable
manner?

How might your HAM-type systems be adapted to really address specific
process performance and the required enablers rather than rely on
generic competencies as their focus?

Your enterprise may configure and name the HAMS in Figure 1 differently, or
they may not formally exist at all in your enterprise.

Note: This column series and a prior article that overviews “Performance
Modeling and Human Asset Enabler Analysis” are all available on the
BPTrends site at www.bptrends.com under the Publications header and
then the Columns header under Guy Wallace

The Performance Model and the Enabler Matrices

We are addressing two key data sets in this column: the Performance Model
and the Enabling Matrices.

The first gives us a realistic view, a specific/non-generic view, of performance
competencies. The second gives a performance-based view of the enabling
competencies, attributes, and values necessary for peak performance.

The Performance Model captures the human performance competency
requirements for a targeted job and/or the processes of an enterprise as agreed
to by an empowered group of facilitated Master Performers. See Figure 2 for an
example page. The Performance Model charts capture both the ideal performance
in the current state and the current state gaps in terms of the following data
sets:

Area of Performance
Key Outputs produced and their key Measures
Key Tasks per Output
Roles/Responsibilities
Gap Analysis of the non-ideal performers/performance environment of
the current state
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Then the Enabler Matrices capture the derived enabling human and environmental
requirements. See Figure 3 for an example page. Those enabling human asset
requirements and all of the environmental asset requirements are needed to
support ideal, peak performance – peak performance that has already been
achieved/demonstrated by a subset of the performer population…the Master
Performers. The use of Master Performers in the analysis process of defining
the critical enablers cannot be minimized.

Thus, mastery performance as captured by the Performance Modeling process
is not theoretical; it could be used to paint a picture of the a future state – but
most often it is used to capture the best-in-class current-state of mastery
performance.

There is often widespread diversity in the performance levels achieved across a
target audience. If the goal is to bring everyone up to the best-in-class performance
levels already demonstrated by a few, then this is a great approach.

The really cool thing is that the PM often captures what is possible for the many
because it has been done by the few. And the real cool thing about the process
of Performance Modeling is that the Master Performers are provided a space
and process for their collaboration on a consensus model of best-practices in
their output/task performance AND their lists of human asset enablers and their
beliefs regarding each item’s criticality in relationship to performance mastery.

Figure 2.  Performance Model Chart page example for one Area of Performance (AoP)
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What really enabled mastery in each of their situations? What “balance” of human
and non-human enablers or “varied balances” of enablers made it possible – in
their collective view?

Again, the EPPI method for deriving the enablers with a group of Master Performers
and other Subject Matter Experts cannot be minimized. This Analysis Team is
facilitated through the EPPI analysis processes in 2-5 day meetings, and uses
the following enabler categories:

Knowledge/Skill Competencies
Physical Attributes
Psychological Attributes
Intellectual Attributes
Personal Values

Note: there are many subcategories for each. My sub-set of categories under
Knowledge/Skills lists 17 distinct types of K/S. Their use in this data
configuration reduces downstream Design efforts in my instructional design
methods (PACT – overviewed in the first in this series of columns). The goals
of those design methods include improved performance impact, increased
re-use of content, and increased ROI for the effort.

Figure 3. Example page of an Enabler Matrices for one Enabler Category
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The Enabler Matrices capture the enabling human competencies that the
empowered group of Master Performers and SMEs agree are required by
performers to enable overall process performance at a mastery level.

Other data is also captured for each enabler item that is captured in the structured
brainstorming process employed, as placed on one of the Enabler Matrices. For
example, unique to the K/S enabler items, the Analysis Team’s desired “depth
of coverage” of any training and development “item” (awareness/knowledge/skill
levels) is captured. That data set, for example, is not used for the Physical
Attributes category of enablers.

It’s All About the “O” in Enterprise Process Performance Improvement

You could say it’s all about the “O,” as in process Output…and downstream
Outcomes – the achievement of stakeholder requirements. Or you could say it’s
all about the metrics – the measures and standards of process performance,
both the process and the output of that process. Or it could be all about the
stakeholders and their requirements.

EPPI looks to designated stakeholder representatives for providing the measures
and standards of “mastery process performance” for either in-process measures
and/or output measures.  Pulling together a group of the right Master Performers
and other Subject-Matter-Experts (SMEs) into the analysis process requires
determining who is required to represent most accurately both the performance
itself AND the requirements of the various stakeholders.

Once the right group of Master Performers and other SMEs are formed they can
be facilitated to chunk the process into Areas of Performance (AoPs) and
subsequently identify the outputs and their key measures. AoPs are similar, or
the same, as the “chunks” of a process – those AoP house process “outputs”
and linked data regarding the real-world key measures of both process and
output that truly reflect the critical requirements of the key stakeholders. The
Master Performers and other SMEs bring real-world views into the approach.

The EPPI model of stakeholders in their typical hierarchy for articulating
requirements and “balancing any conflicts” is portrayed in Figure 4.

The general definition of each “stakeholder” group follows. Note: You may need
to adapt this model versus adopt it. Most likely, you will need to organize a list
of the specific stakeholders for each of the following groups for the processes
you are attempting to improve.

Government
The government represents the most formal and powerful stakeholder.
This stakeholder embodies the laws and regulations that guard the
interests of the public and business. The laws provide the guidelines for
conducting business. In addition, there are a wide variety of regulatory
agencies at the federal, state, and local levels aimed at controlling the
business practices in particular industries.
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As a stakeholder, their requirements and interests supersede all others.
It does not matter that the customer or others in the supply chain may
require a bribe to do business, or that that they want an unfair price, or
that they require you to act unethically and illegally and dump toxic
wastes.

A government’s requirements will take precedence, under the penalty of
law for noncompliance. The customer is not the king. The law is.

Shareholders
Shareholders are the owners of the business. Their shares represent
capital invested in the organization with an expectation for an equitable
return. Their goals are typically financial, long-term growth in equity or
short-term income through dividends, but can be related to other things
such as greater societal enhancement, environmental protection, etc.

Executive Management
The executive management stakeholders are those responsible for the
operations and results of the entity. They may be the “partners” who
contributed and own all the capital of the entity and run the business.
They could also consist of an elected board of directors, responsible to
all the owners, and the executive management team in charge of
overseeing daily business operations.

Figure 4: The EPPI Stakeholder Hierarchy Model

Stakeholder Hierarchy

Government

Shareholders/Owners

Board of Directors

Executives

Management

Customers

Employees

Suppliers

Community

Note: in the EPPI model the
customer isn’t the king. The
customer must be served, but not
at the cost of ignoring “higher-level”
stakeholders. And the government
wins all ties. In fact, it usually wins
in any conflict. The trouble occurs
when the government’s sub-units’
requirements conflict.
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As a matter of law, executive managers of a publicly held corporation
have a fiduciary responsibility to the shareholders for all operating
decisions made. Their decisions could be determined to be unlawful/
fraudulent, and they may be liable for their actions within the context of
the law. They must always balance the (conflicting) interests of various
stakeholder groups when determining the course of action for the
organization.

Customers
Customers are typically a non-homogenous group. Segmentation
schemes allow us to analyze them as distinct groups for the purposes
of gaining insights into their situations, problems, and needs.

Standards Bodies/Professional Associations
A standards body stakeholder may generate requirements for the output
of your business such as packaging/labeling, purity, “recycle-ability,”
percent of parts manufactured domestically, etc. In addition, they may
address the processes within your company, such as the implementation
of your quality management system, hiring and recruitment processes,
and so on.

They may have influence in changing laws and regulations, or they may
be more of an informal education-oriented body. As always, it depends.

Employees
This stakeholder group includes all ranks of employees below the
executive management level – upper middle management, middle
management, supervisors, and the individual contributors. At the heart
of all employee requirements are a safe workplace and financial security,
but other needs exist among the groups.

But beware – their needs are difficult to generalize!

Suppliers
Suppliers, whether internal or external, are also a key stakeholder group.
As a business entity, they need to achieve a profit margin that will allow
them to remain in business. If we want to promote a long-term
arrangement with particular suppliers, we need to be aware of the impacts
of our decisions on their business.

Our objective, typically, should not be to drive their prices for their
materials/components so far down that they then become unprofitable.
It should be to help them drive their costs down first and then insist on
lower prices.

Community
The community stakeholders, although a less formal group, remain
important through the influence they can have on our businesses. The
community can choose to support your business, or, if they do not agree
with the ways in which your operations are run, bring it to the attention of
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the greater public. Their interests primarily lie in community and
environmental safety, jobs for the members of the local community, and
cooperation with community interests. Community members can create
a nuisance, or they can be a base of support, depending upon the effort
put into establishing that relationship.

If these groupings, with some adaptation, can help you determine who can
represent YOUR stakeholders, they can then be used to systematically define
ALL of the requirements for your products AND processes so that you might
better resolve any compliance requirement issues that these conflicts might
have created.

How do those Master Performers do it?

Balancing Stakeholder Requirements

Given the typical complexity of the possible stakeholders and their requirements
for both your product and process, there are three major challenges:

1. Identifying specifically who the primary stakeholders are for any given
product/process situation.

2. Understanding their specific requirements and the priorities that ought
to be placed on those requirements.

3. The most difficult – balancing any requirements that are in conflict.

Besides there being a large potential number of requirements in any complex
business, many of those requirements may be in conflict with each other.
Balancing the requirements means making the tough tradeoffs on whose needs
will be met, and whose will not be met – at least in today’s view of the ever-
changing world. As always it depends…and, as always, it is subject to change.

To resolve any stakeholder requirement conflict, you may need to decide first if
there is an alternative that will somehow meet both requirements. More likely, a
decision will be made on which requirement takes precedence. Figure 4 portrayed
a typical “king-of-the-hill” power hierarchy of stakeholders. Most, but not all,
balancing of conflicting requirements will be determined by using something
akin to this model of “who wins over whom if there are conflicts?”

This is where the use of an Analysis Team of Master Performers and Subject
Matter Experts is critical. By their very definition, Master Performers must be
meeting all (or most) of the requirements. How do they do that? Do they know
exactly what they are achieving and avoiding…and, most importantly why? This
may be another reason for Subject Matter Expert participation.

Where the assembled Master Performers and other SMEs on your Analysis
Team cannot come to consensus agreement about the measures/standards of
the products AND for the process tasks, the EPPI method would escalate the
issue to the Project Steering Team at their next meeting in the project, or a
Process governing body of some sort.
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Impacting the HAMS with the Performance Model and Enabler Matrices

If both our resulting Performance Model and Enabler Matrices are well informed
by the right group of Master Performers and other SMEs, the information and
insights provided by of those two data sets will successfully drive the assessment,
alignment, and improvement of all of the HAMS, including those of focus in this
column:

Performance Appraisal system
Performance Management system
Compensation system
Benefit system
Reward system
Recognition system

The following addresses how.

Performance Appraisal System

The Performance Appraisal System provides the strategies, plans, and
mechanisms for appraising the job task performance and managing all issues –
problems/opportunities – as appropriate and consistent with all laws, regulations,
codes, all union agreements and contracts, and all enterprise policies and
procedures.

This system takes the process requirements captured on the Performance Model
to “perform tasks to produce outputs.”  It assesses demonstrated capability and
provides measurement data and feedback to the individual performer, teams,
and to their management.

Where performance is falling short of the requirements, the enablers of the HAMS
and EAMS are assessed to determine root causes and potential solution-sets.

Our Performance Improvement Consultant job at the Western States
Forest Services is appraised in their ability to analyze enterprise jobs
and processes in the Firefighting and Watchtower Services Division as
articulated by the Performance Model. This is facilitated by a computer
tool and involves feedback from multiple sources; the number and
relationship to the appraised individual are unique to each job and/or
assignment.

Initial appraisal is straightforward and simple: Do they do THAT job
well?  Do they produce those process outputs (alone or in a team) to
meet those measures/standards by performing their assigned roles/
responsibilities? It’s all on the Performance Model.

If they are not performing to standard, the enablers are looked at in a
secondary appraisal – both the human asset enablers of the individual
AND at the environmental enablers at their disposal – for possible root
causes to the symptoms seen in the poor performance.
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This is all input to the immediate supervisor of each employee at WSFS.

Once the roots of the issue are determined then various strategies can
be employed using the other HAMS and EAMS as needed. For example,
the EAMS of information and the HAMS dealing with training,
compensation, and rewards might all be brought to bear to address an
issue/opportunity. Or there may be a totally different set of HAMS and
EAMS that need to be involved in addressing the situation.

The appraisal data captured on the computer tool also feeds other routine
enterprise processes such as the HAMS’ Succession Planning,
Performance Management, Compensation, Rewards, and Recognition
systems.

Performance Management System

The Performance Management System provides the mechanisms for planning
efforts to address all issues (problems/opportunities) related to the failure of an
individual to meet expected job task performance, consistent with all relevant
laws, regulations and codes, and all enterprise policies and procedures – and to
address the development needs related to the growth needs forecasted by the
Staffing and Succession Planning systems.

This system addresses performers falling short of the requirements, and develops
“action plans” for systematically resolving the issue. Typical plans for performance
management might include “development planning” (back to the T&D System),
rewards/recognition, or even, as a last resort, “progressive discipline” and possible
“termination.”

The Western States Forest Services Performance Management system
is fed by data from the appraisal system for everyone,  and data from
the succession planning system for the higher-level employees in both
management and the workforce.

This on-line system is used to document “performance contracts”
between every individual and the enterprise to resolve any performance
issues that might exist AND to systematically monitor and manage the
pipeline of talent development at the individual level for critical needs.

At the Western States Forest Services enterprise, Performance
Management is used first to protect and then to improve the enterprise
for the sake of the business and its stakeholders.

Compensation System

The Compensation System provides the strategies, plans, and mechanisms to
ensure that the total compensation package, including both pay and benefits,
attracts and retains competent staff, appropriate for the various labor markets for
the various locations of enterprise operations, and is consistent with laws,
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regulations and codes, any labor contracts (if applicable), and all enterprise
policies or  procedures.

This system takes the process performance requirements to “perform tasks to
produce outputs” and “performance appraisal results data,” and adjusts
compensation, in tune with local, or regional market conditions and other
compliance drivers.

Our Performance Improvement Consultants at the Western States Forest
Services are paid based on the local market labor rates for jobs that
require the same or equivalent enabling knowledge, skills, attributes,
and values…AND their actual performance as appraised.

The pay rates of the critically rated jobs at WSFS were determined by
comparing the critically rated human enablers across all of the critically
rated jobs at WSFS and for similar jobs at several key local competitors
hiring from those same labor pools.

Not all jobs at WSFS are addressed with this level of effort. Most of the
other jobs at WSFS were “pay rated” after the more critical jobs were
done to ensure that their compensation was in proper alignment with
those jobs that were deemed more critical. Of course, availability in
those labor markets of people with those enabling knowledge, skills,
attributes, and values is always a key factor in adjusting the pay scales
within the system.

Pay for performance, or knowledge, or skills, is fairly easy to structure, build,
and maintain, when you understand clearly the process performance requirements
and the human enablers. And it is ultimately more equitable.

Benefits System

The Benefits System provides the strategies, plans, and mechanisms to ensure
that the benefits package attracts and retains competent staff, appropriate for
the various labor markets for the various locations of enterprise operations, and
is also consistent with laws, regulations and codes, any labor contracts (if
applicable), and all enterprise policies and procedures.

This system takes the process requirements to “perform tasks to produce
outputs,” as well as the “performance measurements results data,” and structures
the packaging of benefits, in tune with local or regional market conditions and
other drivers.

The benefits package offered to the Performance Improvement
Consultants at the Western States Forest Services is tuned to the local
marketplace. While the Performance Improvement Consultant job is a
more sophisticated job than, say, a Word Processing Specialist or a
junior Firefighter,  it is of a sophistication equivalent to that of the
Information Technology group’s Business Analyst jobs or to that of a
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Master Firefighter in the line organization in terms of the required enabling
knowledge, skills, attributes, and values.

But if WSFS determines that the availability of Business Analysts or
Master Firefighters in the local labor markets greatly exceeds those for
Performance Improvement Consultants, the benefits (and/or
compensation) may be raised to better attract and retain those limited
resources.

Reward System

The Reward System provides the strategies, plans, and mechanisms for providing
non-monetary and small-monetary rewards to appeal to the ego needs of
management and staff.

Of course, they must always be consistent with all laws/regulations/codes, and
avoid any entanglements with restrictions from any and all labor contracts, and
meet all enterprise policies and procedures. But the rewards are targeted at
encouraging continued or improved human performance in key business
processes, as captured in the Performance Model for those processes.

The Western States Forest Services ties most of its awarding of
non-monetary and small-monetary rewards to achievement of its
annual, quarterly, and monthly goals, as deployed via its MBO/Policy
Deployment system and tracked via its Management Scorecard
systems. Some of the goals relate to general business operations,
and a few are related to key, strategic initiatives. Some are team-
based, while others are individual-based.

Some rewards are paid out monthly, some quarterly and some
annually – all aligned to the important business metrics.

While most rewards are determined “by the numbers,” a fair
percentage of the total rewards pie is always left to the discretional
use of first line supervisors and their teams for WSFS reward
programs (such as the “instant-on-the-spot rewards”) for any
employee outside their own management sphere/department.

This is intended to encourage cross-department recognition and
partnership/relationship strengthening. Other programs are put into
place to address other specific needs for defined time durations.

Rewarding an individual or a team for a job well done requires knowing exactly
what that performance looks like. The Performance Model is where that is
captured.

Recognition System

The Recognition System provides the strategies, plans, and mechanisms for
providing individuals and teams with local and/or widespread company recognition.
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The recognition must be consistent with laws/regulations/codes, any labor
contracts, and all enterprise policies and procedures.

This system takes the process requirements to “perform tasks to produce
outputs,” as well as the “performance appraisal results data,” and provides
appropriate public recognition where deserved.

Some of our Performance Improvement Consultants at the Western
States Forest Services Company, and in their project teams, have been
the focus of many internal WSFS newspaper and web site articles and
profiles.

They and their teams have been recognized for schedule adherence,
budget adherence, and project ROI for both large and small-scale
improvement initiatives.

Company bulletin boards are filled with many one-pager recognition
notices at public places in WSFS, such as all building foyers, elevator
banks, and cafeterias. Each department also maintains a brag board
where they post the recognition notices of their own department and
those of their key internal suppliers and customers.

Another prized recognition vehicle is the newsy, glossy, quarterly WSFS
Family Bulletin sent to each employee’s home. Over 50% of its content
is reserved for employee and team recognition.

Column Summary and Close

This fourth column and its preceding columns have taken us through my EPPI
models for Performance Models and Enabler Matrices and their use in assessing,
aligning, and improving the seven Human Asset Management Systems…the
HAMS.

Whether you buy into the specifics of the EPPI models and methods, the key
questions that I am trying to help you explore are

Do the improvement models and methods you are using in your enterprise
improvement efforts help you see more clearly the change requirements
for these HAMS-types of systems? Are they systems-oriented and
holistic? Are they process-performance driven?

Do they wire all of the HAMS and EAMS of your enterprise and feed
your ERP data system in a consistent, manageable manner? Are they
generating data that is actually used in process design, improvement,
and management? Are the data worthy of keeping evergreen?

How might your current human asset/human capital improvement
practices be adapted to really address specific enterprise process
performance requirements of the key stakeholders, and the required
human and environmental enablers?
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Hopefully, you have found value in this view of a performance-oriented approach
to human performance and to human enabler competence, and find it a better
method to rely on than using a generic competency model as the for your version
of HAMS.

The goal of your HAMS includes providing the systems and processes that help
better organize jobs, consistent with the needs of the processes AND the likely
capabilities of humans in the labor pools, thus providing the enterprise’s
processes with the right number of humans with the right stuff at the right time at
the lowest cost.

In the next 4 quarterly columns of 2006, we will cover the use of the Performance
Model and Enabler Matrices in aligning the EAMS – the Environmental Asset
Management Systems.

Until the next quarter next spring…cheers!

-----
Guy W. Wallace, CPT, is the president of EPPIC Inc. He has been an
external performance improvement consultant since 1982 and has served over
40 of the Fortune 500 since then. His professional bio was listed in Who’s
Who in America in 2001. He was the president of the International Society for
Performance Improvement in 2003-2004. Guy may be reached via his web site
at www.eppic.biz.

Figure 5: The EPPI Environmental Assets Management Systems Model
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Year 2 Kick-Off

This quarterly column continues a second year, presenting a set of HPT (Human
Performance Technology) models and tools that I use in my consulting practice.
The focus is on optimizing human performance within enterprise processes for
ROI – not just because it can be done. My EPPI models and tools are both
process centric and human performance centric. EPPI is Enterprise Process
Performance Improvement. The goal is to achieve Peak Performance.

Peak Performance is when the right “human assets” and the right “environmental
assets” are in balance, performing in an appropriately designed “process” –
appropriate in terms of being able to meet the varied requirements of its many
stakeholders. See Figure 1 for an example of the EPPI categorizations of
Stakeholders. There are other versions of this framework.

The first year of columns, in 2005, focused on deriving the human asset enablers,
using an upfront Performance Modeling effort with Master Performers to define
peak performance quickly, and to conduct a quick, current-state gap analysis.

Human assets are described in terms of task capability on the Performance
Model, and on the Enabler Matrices in terms of required:

Awareness/Knowledge/Skill
Physical attributes
Psychological attributes
Intellectual attributes
Personal values

This second year of columns starts with a look at the enabling “environmental
asset components” of peak performance, according to the EPPI model, and of
the scalability of the EPPI model-set.

Peak Performance Requires a Balance

March 2006

Figure 1. Enterprise Processes and Their Potential Stakeholders
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If the enterprise process were a play, and the humans were the actors, then the
environmental assets would be the theater, the seating, concessions, tickets,
programs, stage, costumes, and props necessary for the conduct of the play.
Peak Performance will result from a balance of a good play, good actors, and
good environmental assets. The old three legged stool.

The three legs of Peak Performance are represented in the EPPI Tier 3 View in
Figure 2:

In another part of the EPPI model-set are the HAMS and EAMS. HAMS – Human
Asset Management Systems are those enterprise systems/processes that
address the human requirements of the process or process-set, and the EAMS
– Environmental Asset Management Systems – are those enterprise systems/
processes that address the non-human requirements of the process or processes.
Figure 3 shows the three areas of analysis focus in EPPI.

EAMS – Environmental Asset Management Systems
The EAMS – Environmental Assets Management Systems – enable humans to
bring processes to life. To paraphrase Don Tosti from his excellent BPTrends
white paper on Human Performance Technology (Feb. 2006), these are the “props”
and “stage” needed by the human “actor” to put on the scripted process “play.”

EAMS – Environmental Asset Management Systems are those enterprise
systems and processes that attend to provisioning the right environmental supports
at the right time and right place, regarding the environmental support item assets
of the following types:

Data/information
Tools/equipment
Materials/supplies

Figure 2. EPPI Tier 3 View.
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Peak Performance Requires a Balance

These EAMS are enterprise systems and processes providing the process with
“all things non-human.”

Processes must have an appropriate balance between the human assets and
the environmental assets in order to be efficient and effective. A strength in one
element can often offset a weakness in another and create balance. We don’t
believe that there is only “one answer” to any process improvement challenge.

Unlike HAMS, which are most often “owed” by your HR-type function and
participated in by each organization within the enterprise, EAMS are “owned” by
a wide variety of enterprise functions and departments. This makes their
coordination and balance more difficult than for the HAMS in your attempts to
achieve peak performance.

For example, “Data/Information” might seem “at first blush” to be the province of
the MIS/IT group, but, upon closer examination, this category of environmental
asset should also include work instructions, departmental policies, and all sorts
of raw and processed data in the collective departmental paper and electronic
files.

The EAMS for Data/Information include processes and outputs from a very diverse
set of enterprise organizations. For example: IT, Engineering, Procedures, Legal,
Labor Relations, and other departments might be involved in provisioning the
data/information needs for any single process.

In fact, each of the 6 EAMS categories will almost always need to be addressed
by multiple functions/departments, as in the “Data/Information” example above.
Again, this simply makes it more complicated to address and coordinate, but
not impossible.

Figure 3. The Human Assets Management Systems and the
Environmental Assets Management Systems
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The EPPI Enabler Matrices capture the analysis data, which was systematically
derived from the Performance Models and/or Process Maps. An example Enabler
Matrices for one of the EAMS categories is shown in Figure 4.

The Environmental Asset Management Systems
The following EAMS are needed to ensure the proper provisioning of environmental
assets to the right process, in the right quantity and quality, and at the right
time.

Data/Information Systems
This EAM system responds to the needs of the process, reflected in the EPPI
analysis data, by providing non-human “data/information” assets of the following
type/nature:

Strategic Plans
Operational Plans
Policies
Procedures
Work orders/instructions
Safety Guidelines
Legal Guidelines
Customer Satisfaction data results and interpretation

Figure 3. Example page of an Enabler Matrices for Data/Information
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Employee Satisfaction Survey results and interpretation
Raw and processed data specific to the targeted process’ outputs
and tasks
Etc.

Determining the specifics of your enabling “Data/Information” requirements for a
process or a set of processes can be complex. The first thing is to determine
what the process needs, who should provision it, and how the provisioning system
should be measured, given its importance/criticality to enterprise results.

All “data/information” are not equal in terms of their impact in achieving peak
performance. Determining which are most critical in terms of the balance required
with all other assets, human and environmental, is key.

Materials/Supplies Systems
This EAM system responds to the needs of the process, reflected in the EPPI
analysis data, by providing non-human “materials/supplies” assets of the following
type/nature:

Brochures/Sales Literature
Paper
Printer cartridges
Pens, Pencils
Other process consumables (sub-assemblies, chemicals, nuts and
bolts, etc.)
Forms
Templates
Etc.

Materials and supplies are typically much easier to determine than data/
information, even in complex processes, as is determining who should provision
them, and how the provisioning should be measured, given its importance/
criticality to the enterprise.

And…all “materials/supplies” are also not equal in terms of their impact in
achieving peak performance. Determine which are most critical and assess the
adequacy and assuredness of their provisioning systems.

Tools/Equipment Systems
This EAM system responds to the needs of the process, reflected in the EPPI
analysis data, by providing non-human “tools/equipment” assets of the following
type/nature:

Cars/trucks/vehicles
Trailers
Overhead cranes
Heavy machinery
Fork lifts
Computers

Printers
Copy machines
Phones
Fax
Video Players
Cameras
Etc.
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Tools and equipment are typically easier to determine than data/information – as
is determining who should provision them, and how that provisioning should be
measured, given its importance/criticality to the enterprise.

Again…all “tools/equipment” are also not equal in terms of their impact in achieving
peak performance. Determine which are most critical and assess the adequacy
and assuredness of their provisioning systems.

Budget/Headcount Systems
This EAM system responds to the financial and staffing needs of the process,
reflected in the EPPI analysis data, by providing non-human “budget/headcount”
assets of the following type/nature:

Capital budgets
Reserve budgets
Operational budgets

The budget and headcount requirements of a process or set of processes are
typically easier to determine than the data/information requirementa – as is
determining who should provision them, and how that provisioning should be
measured given its importance/criticality to the enterprise.

In this EAM category, determine which are appropriate given the targeted process
improvement, and assess the adequacy and assuredness of their provisioning
systems. And pay attention to future needs, if predictable.

Facilities/Grounds Systems
This EAM system responds to needs of the process, reflected in the EPPI analysis
data, by providing non-human “facilities/ground” assets of the following type/
nature:

Office Building
Parking Lot
Office spaces
Conference rooms
Storage rooms
Restrooms
Water Lines

These are typically fairly easy to determine, based on adequate details about
the process itself and other insights such as its projected work volume and
variability. And not all Facilities/Grounds are equally critical to the needs of the
processes. Determine which are most critical and assess the adequacy and
assuredness of their provisioning systems.

Culture/Consequences Systems
This EAM system responds to needs of the process, reflected in the EPPI analysis
data, by providing non-human “culture” and “consequences” assets of the following
type/nature:

Open or Closed Door Culture
Customer and Supplier or Self Orientation
People First or Business First

Gas Lines
T-1 Lines/DSL
Phone System
Lighting
Receiving Dock ramps
Etc.

Headcount/Staff budgets
Outsourcing budget
Etc.
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Punishing good performance with more work or providing real incemtives
Rewarding everyone equally or differentiating based on an equitable
approach
Team and/or individual incentives and combinations as needed
Etc.

For the individual performer or team or department, function, business unit,
enterprise and industry, “culture” is established by the consequences applied by
and from “above,” as depicted by the Stakeholder model in Figure 1.

Not by the words from the entity’s stakeholders, but by their deeds and the
consequences of those deeds.

Enterprise leaders and management have a responsibility to establish the
appropriate internal culture via a balance of consequences, positive and negative,
large and small, guided by the probability and severity of ALL of the risks and
rewards involved for the enterprise related to the targeted process.

Consequences – the rewards and punishments – the reinforcers or extinguishers
of behaviors and cognition, whether stated or not, whether formal or not. Of
course, the more immediate and sure the consequence, the more effective.
Hence, the hot-stove-top lesson’s effectiveness. And the lesser effectiveness,
for many young people, of the Surgeon General’s warnings regarding the perils
of smoking.

The reality of the culture of a society or an enterprise lies in what is really
rewarded and punished. To turn-a-phrase from the late W. Edwards Deming:
“80% of the solution is within management’s control…for they control the
consequences.”

Environmental Asset Management Systems Summary
Processes must have the right balance of human assets and environmental
assets. The EAMS in EPPI exist to properly provision those non-human assets
to the right process, in the right quantity and quality, and at the right time.

It’s still all about the process first – first, the process must be designed to meet
the balanced requirements of its many stakeholders.

And that process design must be properly provisioned with the right balance of
human and non-human/environmental resources. Without the right balance, the
process will not be properly resourced, and peak performance will not be achieved.

The EPPI model in Figure 5 shows the links of the enabler data on the right, to
the processes in the middle, to the enterprise organization on the left.

And as with many models, this one is one part of a larger model as well as a
representation of many additional micro models. Scaleable up and down.

It’s scaleable upwards from a portion of a process, to a single process, to a
bundle of processes (a System), to a department’s worth of systems/processes,
to the function, unit, enterprise, and value chain.
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And scalable downwards to an individual process…and to the team and individual
contributor outputs, tasks and all of the enablers.

Why? Getting one’s own hands, mind, and heart wrapped around process and
processes is hard enough. But getting enough of “everyone else concerned” on
“one page” is extremely difficult without a shared, common vision/understanding
of the process. Mind numbing data charts don’t always communicate well with
all audiences.

Too often in process improvement efforts we are competing with everyone’s
personal mental models. Talk about variance to be reduced!

The trick, I believe, is to engage all key stakeholders in creating a scaleable
model and data set that encapsulates all key items/issues from those
stakeholders. And if you can’t zoom in or zoom out using your “model” to show
them exactly where their issue items are within a greater context, you probably
can’t get very far in sustentative improvement efforts with them.

Another purpose of the EPPI model is to frame all of the data for all of the
variables in a rationale, scaleable, usable manner. Then all that’s typically left to
debate is why “someone’s pet issue” isn’t on the model that shows up first in
any presentation.

Scaling Up with EPPI
From the Process Map/Performance Model level view, Tier 2 in my EPPI models
set, we can scale up from an individual performer or team view of process
performance, to a department or functional view, or an enterprise view for a total
systems view. See Figure 6.

In my work I am often taking a systems view of departmental/functional processes.
An example would be the Performance Modeling of the entire Sales Function,

Figure 5. The Scaleable EPPI Model
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which would then capture all of the processes that involve the Sales function,
including those processes that they own and those where they are “simply one
of the other process participants” in a process owned by some other department/
function.

An example of a process view of departmental/function is Performance Modeling
the New Product Development process and capturing the performance and
enablers for every job title involved, regardless of their home geography/function/
department/team or job title variance.

Scaling Down with EPPI
Scaling down brings us to the Tier 3 View of EPPI, which are the processes and
the enablers. See Figure 7. EPPI breaks these enablers into two groupings, all
things human and all things non-human:

Human Assets
Environmental Assets

Figure 8 frames the EPPI view of the two major systems-sets for provisioning the
right human assets and environmental assets at the right time, in the right quantity,
at the right place, at the right investment cost.

Summary
The Environmental Asset Management Systems exist to provision non-human
assets to the processes in balance with the human assets to fulfill the requirements
of the process.

The EPPI models offer a scaleable data-scheme for understanding human
performance within the context of process, scaleable from one single process to
all processes for a departmental, a function, a business unit, or for the entire
enterprise.

Figure 6. EPPI Tier 1 View Framework
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I believe that data-driven improvement approaches need to help people first to
see the differences and similarities in the current state, to help them see and
appreciate the feasibility and level-of-effort “investment” required to improve and/
or common-ize Level 1-type processes across several value chains within an
enterprise. Only then can any projected ROI be realistic.

Until the next quarterly column this summer…cheers!

Figure 7. EPPI Tier 3 – A Twist on the Ishikawa Diagram
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Enterprise Process Performance Improvement - EPPI 
 
Introduction 
 
My stated intent in my first quarterly column back in March 2005 was to share with you a set of 
Human Performance Technology (HPT) models, steps, and tools that I have developed and use 
in my consulting practice. I believe that their use can help you better align your human capital 
support systems and processes to “better meet” the needs of your processes. Or “exactly meet” 
the needs of the process. The need for one versus the other is situational. And chock-full of ROI 
assessments. 
 
So in the last 5 issues I have been presenting EPPI – Enterprise Process Performance 
Improvement – a set of models, methods, tools, and techniques for use in a 2-Stage approach for 
achieving peak performance that is “improvement methodology” neutral. A set of models based 
on two key, scalable data-sets – the Performance Model and the Enabler Matrices. 
 
Peak performance requires that any improvements to any process, core or enabling, must meet 
the balanced needs of its many stakeholders. 
 
Peak Performance, in my view, requires both “process and stakeholder centric views” where the 
right enabling “human assets” and the right enabling “environmental assets” are available at the 
right process time and place, at the right quantity, quality, and cost, to produce process outputs 
that then “feed” downstream processes with the right inputs. It’s about the design of the Process, 
and the availability of the right People and Environmental Supports provisioned from various 
enterprise internal support systems/processes. 
 
My derivative of the 1970’s version of the Ishikawa Diagram that frames these three components 
of process in a scalable approach is presented in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 – A scalable EPPI Data Logic Framework for process performance and enabler data-set 
definitions and linkages. 

 
In the 5 prior issues we’ve presented the details behind this methodology: 
 

1. Introductions to the Performance Model (PM), Enabler Matrices (EM), the EPPI systems 
of Human Asset Management Systems (HAMS), and Environmental Asset Management 
Systems (EAMS), and a quick snapshot of each of the seven HAMS  

2. A deeper dive into the PM and EM, and then a review of the HAM Systems for Job 
Design/Redesign, Organization Design/Redesign, Staffing Systems Design/Redesign, 
and Succession Planning Systems Design/Redesign 

3. More on the PM and EM and their scalability, using the EPPI model for Management 
Areas of Performance, and then a review of the HAM Systems for Recruiting Systems 
Design/Redesign, Selection Systems Design/Redesign, Training Systems Design/ 
Redesign, and Development Systems Design/Redesign 

4. More on the PM and EM and the Stakeholder Hierarchy model with overviews of the key 
stakeholders, including Government, Stakeholders, Executive Management, Customers, 
Employees, Suppliers, and the Community and how to balance any conflicts between the 
stakeholder requirements, and then a review of the HAM Systems for Performance 
Appraisal, Performance Management, Compensation, Benefits, Rewards, and 
Recognition 

5. Tier 1 views and Stakeholders, Tier 3 views of EAMS, and a review of the EAM Systems 
for Data/Information, Materials/Supplies, Tools/Equipment, Budget/Headcount, Facilities/ 
Grounds, Culture/Consequences 

 
Note: Those 5 columns are available at www.BPTrends.com by searching under “Wallace” in 
their homepage’s Keyword Search function. 
 
EPPI 
 
EPPI – Enterprise Process Performance Improvement is a 2-stage approach to improvement that 
does not start out declaring that it’s a Six Sigma Initiative, or an IT Initiative, or a Training Initiative. 
That might come later in Stage 2. Or, more likely, there might be a complex set of these types of 
interventions that must be aligned and integrated in order to achieve significant improvements 
with significant ROI.  
 
Not just a leaner process, not just a Six Sigma reduced variation, EPPI looks closely but quickly 
at the process, the human component, and the non-human components to define ideal states, 
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determine root causes and needs gaps, identify the high-impact improvements needed, forecast 
the ROI before beginning the actual improvement interventions. 
 
The EPPI models and methods offer a scaleable “data-scheme” and process for better 
understanding human performance within the context of processes – scaleable from one single 
process to all processes for a department, a function, a business unit, or for the entire enterprise. 
That “data-scheme” is what the first 5 columns in this series addressed. 
 
EPPI has two Stages: 
 

 Stage 1 - Targeting EPPI 
 Stage 2 -  EPPI Intervention Initiatives 

 
Stage 1 – Targeting EPPI – is a 4-phase approach where a little effort is expended to conduct 
quick macro-analysis and quick macro-design efforts in order to build a preliminary “business 
case” for going after significant ROI. Where the R could represent either risk reduction and/or 
reward. 
 
Most importantly, enough analysis has been conducted quickly upfront, so that all of the potential 
entanglements with other upstream and downstream processes are brought to light early. Their 
costs are factored into the bigger picture of  all Stage 2 efforts, calculating the Total 
Investments required for the Total Returns anticipated. Forecasted for whatever timeframe is 
appropriate to your enterprise’s decision making processes. 
 
Improvements that don’t forecast enough ROI (and/or RONA, EVA, etc.) never see the light of 
day or a nickel of shareholder equity in any improvement efforts. But those with significant returns 
for the investments are vigorously pursued because they are worth it to a management 
improvement oversight body. The 4 phases of an EPPI Stage 1 effort are presented in figure 2.   
 

 
 

Figure 2 – The 4 Phase Stage 1 Targeting EPPI Approach 
 
Unlike most Six Sigma initiatives, EPPI does not train and unleash an army of black belts to 
improve processes here, there, and everywhere. That’s what killed TQM!  EPPI promotes and 
enables management command and control and empowerment. More on this in the next issue 
under EPPI Teams & Governance. 
 
Stage 2 – EPPI Intervention Initiatives – is a 6-phase approach, where the significant ROI 
promised in the upfront Stage 1 – Targeting EPPI efforts, is achieved via engineered 
interventions that fully anticipate all of the entanglements (efforts and costs) involved upstream 
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and downstream in addressing what are usually complex situations, especially for those with 
significant strategic and financial impact – risk and/or reward. The six phases that frame an EPPI 
Stage 2 intervention initiative are presented in Figure 3.   
 

 
 

Figure 3 – The 6 Phase Stage 2 EPPI Intervention Initiative Approach 
 
EPPI provides both a “program/project management process” for improvement efforts (see 
above) and a “data logic” (a data framework) that together guide 
 

• Business case development for the improvement effort 
• Program/project planning 
• Analysis 
• Design 
• Development 
• Trial/testing 
• Revisions 
• Implementation/rollout 
• On-going administration/operations to sustain the improvement 
• Maintenance/change management.  

 
Improvement efforts should only be undertaken if they are forecasted to create a significant “total 
returns” relative to the “total investments” required and compared to all other investment 
opportunities of the enterprise. 
 
The analysis and high-level design of Stage 1 focus on one of three variables in the EPPI 
approach to process improvement. Those three key variables are 
 

• The Process (itself) 
• The enabling Human Assets (people) 
• The enabling Environmental Assets (everything non-people) 

 
“Process improvement” might require improvements to the process, and/or to the human 
capabilities and/or the environmental supports available for use in the process. 
 

• Perhaps “if only” the process were better designed, then the process would be operating 
at peak. 

• Or, perhaps, “if only” the performers were better and faster, then the process would be 
operating at peak. 

• Or, perhaps, “if only” the data, materials, equipment, and culture were what was needed, 
then the process would be operating at peak. 

 
These are three variables in EPPI to be reviewed for leverage potential. Once you understand the 
true nature of the needed efforts for targeted process improvement you can identify which 
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additional, ancillary Enterprise processes will be affected upstream and which downstream, as 
well as the internal enterprise systems (HAMS and EAMS) that may themselves need process 
improvement efforts. Only then can any projected ROI for any improvement effort be realistic. 
 
Process Improvements 
 
“Process improvement” where improvements to the process itself are required might lead to the 
following types of improvement interventions: 
 

• QFD the product and processes to ensure hitting marketing/customer targets for 
functionality, quality, cost, etc. 

• Lean the process, streamline it, automate it where possible, eliminate unnecessary tasks, 
etc. 

• SPC the process.  Begin measuring the process to gain statistical process control over 
the key variables of the process in terms of how they affect the product – the output that 
is an input downstream. 

• Six Sigma the process to fix those out-of-control processes that have a negative impact 
on the output variables that are important as input criteria to the downstream processes 
and their stakeholders. 

 
And, of course, there are many other improvement intervention types beyond these four that are 
intended to address the process itself. 
 
HAMS Improvements 
 
Improvements to the Human Asset Management Systems may be required to affect the human 
asset management systems to achieve peak performance. The EPPI model for HAMS is 
presented in Figure 4. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: The HAMS – Human Asset Management Systems 
 
Each of these might involve the same types of “process improvement interventions” listed above 
and below, for the following enterprise systems:  
 

• Organization/job systems design/redesign 
• Staffing systems design/redesign 
• Succession Planning systems design/redesign 
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• Recruiting systems design/redesign 
• Selection systems design/redesign 
• Training systems design/redesign 
• Development systems design/redesign 
• Performance Appraisal systems design/redesign 
• Performance Management systems design/redesign 
• Compensation systems design/redesign 
• Benefits systems design/redesign 
• Reward systems design/redesign 
• Recognition systems design/redesign 

 
EAMS Improvements 
 
Improvements to the Environmental Asset Management Systems may be required to affect the 
environmental asset provisioning systems to achieve peak performance. 
 
The EPPI model for EAMS is presented in Figure 5. 
 

 
 

Figure 5: The EPPI Environmental Assets Management Systems Model 
 
Each of these might involve the same types of “process improvement interventions” listed above 
and below, for the following enterprise systems ;  
 

• Data/Information systems design/redesign 
• Materials/Supplies systems design/redesign 
• Tools/Equipment systems design/redesign 
• Facilities/Grounds systems design/redesign 
• Headcount/Budget systems design/redesign 
• Culture/Consequence systems design/redesign 

 
Targeting EPPI & EPPI Intervention Initiatives  
 
EPPI is a management and data framework. It is for the use and benefit of the management 
group that “invests” in the overall effort to achieve some targeted improvement. EPPI always 
assumes that the “investors” are looking for “significant returns” for their time and trouble. 
 
The goal of EPPI is to organize improvement efforts so that they are more predictable, more 
reliable, and repeatable so that multiple EPPI projects can be conducted by groups of project 
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managers trained to facilitate other internal enterprise experts who have been handpicked and 
managed in a “politically inclusive” project management process that facilitates a sponsor’s and 
senior management’s need to balance both “command and control” and “empowerment” to 
deploy improvements that significantly pays off in expected results. 
 
The EPPI stakeholder-centric philosophy assumes that the key enterprise goals are  
 

• Short-term and long-term bottom line profit 
• Compliance 
• Minimized future risks   

 
The “first goal,” of course, for enterprise shareholders, is “financial returns.” Otherwise, they will 
take their investment dollars elsewhere and financially starve an enterprise into collapse.  
 
Financial returns come from sales revenue and expense management, and are the result of 
meeting the customers’ price/value/time needs better than any other competitor in the market-
place.  
 
And that has to be done in total “compliance with all legal requirements.”  
 
And then there’s avoiding creating any troublesome problems with any other stakeholder group, 
employees, suppliers, industry associations/affiliations, or the organized public community.  

Many Tools/Techniques Exist to Help with Improvement 
 
There have been many improvement models/methods made popular during the last 30 plus years 
from what eventually became known as TQM, or Total Quality Management.  
 
As TQM evolved, and continues to evolve, it has embraced many sources for concepts, methods, 
models, tools, and techniques in its pursuit of TOTAL quality, including those from finance: 
statistics, engineering, manufacturing, materials, human resources. Some of those many 
excellent methods/tools/techniques, include Quality Function Deployment, Statistical Process 
Control, Activity Based Costing, MRP, MRP II, ERP, Lean Manufacturing, etc.  
 
Improvements to processes creating improvements in products/services can be done quickly, 
effectively, and efficiently, and produce an ROI – return on investment – that significantly impacts 
shareholder equity, while also meeting other stakeholders’ requirements to the degree necessary.  
 
These improvement efforts are typically going to be somewhat complex; if they are truly worthy 
they probably aren’t going to be simple. 

EPPI is Intended to Integrate Them All 
 
Stage 1 and Stage 2 of EPPI are intended to facilitate the use of any and all proven concepts, 
models, methods, tools, and techniques for improving processes, human performance, and 
environmental enablers.  
 
EPPI is intended to be robust in comparison with other improvement approaches such as SPC 
and other tools from TQM and Six Sigma, ISD, and HPT, and many other improvement 
approaches and methodologies from the worlds of finance, engineering, OD, etc.  We wish to 
create a model for getting those specific improvement efforts up and running, but only when they 
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make systems sense and business sense. We wish to promote a systems view and business 
view approach to the planning and the management of Enterprise Process Performance 
Improvement. 
 
Simple and Complex EPPI Improvement Interventions 
 
Improvement interventions for a targeted improvement effort might be simple, such as developing 
the procedure guidelines and tools to conform to the new, complex regulatory requirements 
governing a complex process. Perhaps the approach could be framed as presented in Figure 6. 

 
 

Figure 6 – A simple Stage 2 EPPI Intervention Initiative project framework 
 
Or a more complex solution set could involve process redesign, organization, and job redesign, 
training and development reconfiguration and updating, as well as reconfiguration and updating of 
the current pay-for-performance compensation system. 
 
An example of a more complex project framework for Stage 2 efforts is presented in Figure 7. 
 

 
 

Figure 7 – A complex Stage 2 EPPI Intervention Initiative project framework 
 

EPPI Teams & Governance 
 
EPPI uses teams of designated personnel, handpicked by some sort of Project Steering Team of 
the customer and other key stakeholders, to accomplish the specific roles within the EPPI 
methods. The key EPPI teams are 
 

• Enterprise Improvement Governance Team 
• Functional/Process Improvement Governance Team 
• Improvement Project Steering Team 
• Improvement Project Analysis Team 
• Improvement Project Analysis Review Team 
• Improvement Project Integrated Design Team 
• Improvement Project Design Teams 
• Improvement Project Design Review Teams 
• Improvement Project Integrated Design Review Team 
• Improvement Project Integrated Implementation Planning Team 
• Improvement Project Integrated Implementation Planning Teams 
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The key team, of course, is the Enterprise Improvement Governance Team, for they “organize” 
and “process” the team structure to do their bidding to achieve the enterprise goals, minimize 
risks, and improve returns. One example Governance Structure is presented in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 – An example EPPI Governance Structure 

 
Overviews of each team and their roles/responsibilities in EPPI’s Stage 1 and Stage 2 efforts will 
be presented in the next few columns. 
 
Until the next quarterly column this fall…cheers!  
 
---------- 
Guy W. Wallace, CPT, is the president of EPPIC Inc. He was the president of the International 
Society for Performance Improvement in 2003-2004. Guy may be reached at 
guy.wallace@eppic.biz and his web site at www.eppic.biz, 
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EPPI Stage 1: Targeting EPPI 
 
Introduction 
Most improvement methodologies begin with their means in mind. Lean efforts will use 
streamlining methods to produce revamped processes stripped of unnecessary tasks and delays. 
Six Sigma efforts will use statistical variation reduction methods in the product producing 
processes. Organizational Development efforts will use behavioral science, group dynamics, 
assessment of strategy deployment and goal alignment methods to improve the effectiveness of 
the enterprise leadership, management and individual contributors. Education and training efforts 
will use Instructional Systems Design methods to produce awareness-knowledge-skills building 
content. Etc. Etc. 
 
Almost all recognize the interrelationships of the other performance factors that the other 
methods address, but few have their integration and collaboration requirements built in from their 
git-go.  
 
Warning: If your improvement efforts are not targeting strategically significant ROI, then perhaps 
the following is overkill indeed. But then why are you bothering with improvement? Allocating 
limited enterprise resources for marginal returns is most likely not in the best interests of your 
shareholders and other stakeholders. 
 
If your improvement strategy is to improve everything everywhere without regard to strategic 
impact and ROI you should stop reading right now. This is not for you. 
 
 
Targeting Enterprise Process Performance Improvement 
Stage 1 of EPPI – Targeting Enterprise Process Performance Improvement efforts hold off on 
solution declarations until all probable causes for current gaps from ideal, or future gaps that can 
be anticipated are identified, verified and sized…and their solution-sets identified, verified and 
sized…and potential ROI established for eliminating and/or resolving the current and/or 
anticipated gaps. 
 
A key model, see Figure 1, is our adaptation and extension of the Ishikawa Diagram, also known 
as the Fishbone or Cause & Effect Diagram.  
 
It has been adapted and extended on the left by viewing a process as part of an “owner’s” 
functional system within a configuration of departments, functions and business units of the 
enterprise. It has been adapted and extended on the right by re-organizing the variables into two 
main branches of Human Assets and Environmental Assets and exploding those another layer. 
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Figure 1:  EPPI Process Performance Variables 
 
 
The model is intended to highlight the three key variables of process performance:  
 

 The process itself with it’s upstream inputs and suppliers, and downstream output 
receivers; and its results relative to the strategic drivers and stakeholder requirements 

 The enabling human assets are the awareness, knowledge, skills, physical attributes, 
psychological attributes, intellectual attributes and personal values that they bring to the 
process 

 The enabling environmental assets supply the process and the human assets with 
enablers such as the data/information, materials/supplies, tools/equipment, financial 
resources, facilities/grounds, and the culture/consequences  

 
 

The Process Itself 

The process itself is a component of a larger, complex Value Chain. See Figure 2. The process 
and its some of its upstream Value Chain processes may need to be mapped and/or modeled for 
improvement purposes. 
 
The process  and its Value Chain have many stakeholders - see my December 2005 column for 
the EPPI view of the varied set of stakeholders for the enterprise processes…stakeholders with 
potentially complex and perhaps conflicting requirements (needs) and desires (wants). 
 
Many process improvement methods exist. And many traditional enterprise functions “house” the 
experts representing those methods. For example Marketing may house the upfront expertise 
portions of Quality Function Deployment for determining customer needs and wants, while Design 
and Manufacturing Engineering may house the backend expertise portions of product and 
process design. In the middle they may share analysis of the competitors’ offerings and 
processes. Their need to collaborate is critical.  
 
And many other functional players are required to play nicely with each other in any number of 
“functional-owner’s” processes. Engineering may support the Materials function’s processes for 
certifying vendors’ product and processes’ quality assurance programs, etc.  
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Figure 2:  The Process Variable 
 
 

The Enabling Human Assets 

The EPPI model for Human Assets is presented in Figure 3. Don Tosti declared in his February 
2006 BPTrends White Paper that: 
 

Every organization is a human performance system: 
• It was founded by people. 
• It’s run by people, and 
• It’s established to provide value to the people who are its   
customers/stakeholders. 

 
 

22-- TheThe Human Asset EnablersHuman Asset Enablers
Humans bring several types of attributes/
capabilities to the enterprise processes that they 
work in and to the environmental assets that they 
work with; these are 
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Physical attributes
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Intellectual attributes
Values

What is required depends on both the process performance
requirements and the environmental supports available
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Figure 3:  The Human Variables 
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Agreed. Without the human element there is nothing. No customer. No requirements. No process 
to produce outputs to meet those requirements. No suppliers to provide process inputs. No one to 
care one way or another. 
 
The human elements’ knowledge/skills, attributes and values either enable or prohibit their peak 
performance in specifying or capturing the requirements and desires of the customers, designing 
the products and processes to meet those requirements and desires better than the competition, 
producing or acquiring the process inputs necessary, and performing within the processes to 
produce and deliver the outputs downstream to internal or external customers in the Value Chain. 
 
And while not all knowledge/skills, attributes and value variables of the performers are equal in 
terms of their probable impact on their processes performance, they must be known in order to 
assess the leverage potential of the critical few from the important many.  
 
Therefore I must take slight exception to Paul Harmon’s statement in his July 18, 2006 BPTrends 
Email Advisor regarding the need (or not) for detailed mapping and modeling of processes: 
 

Keep in mind, the goal isn't to model everything, but only to create such models as are 
needed by business people or IT folks to accomplish their daily tasks. We analyze to see 
if we can determine how to perform the process better, or to specify what needs to be 
automated. We usually don't need to try to analyze how a loan negotiator carries out 
each step of the negotiation. 

 
Not true for the HR folks, including the training staff concerned with performance-based training 
or legal staff concerned with compliance. Nor for the IT folks who are attempting to assess the 
potential for automating the potentially routine elements of that type of negotiation.  
 
But occasionally true; especially if that process performance isn’t routine at all and is highly 
situational and inter-personal relationship dependant. Or - if there are bigger improvement fish to 
fry. 
 
And regarding the generic human competencies in prevalent use today – they will never get 
anyone to peak performance!  
 
They may make it easier to assess and compensate people; but easier isn’t often better let alone 
adequate…especially for the most critical of your processes and performers. Use them for the 
masses if you must, but not for the people in the key performer roles in your critical-few 
processes. 
 
 

The Enabling Environmental Assets 

Figure 4 represents the EPPI analysis and design framework used to determine the specific 
“items” in each category for all of the necessary enablers of those critical process performances 
targeted. Then gaps or inconsistencies in their quality, availability or costs can be identified. 
 
Once any deficiencies in the necessary environmental asset enablers are determined for the 
current state, or anticipated for some future state, the impact to process performance can be 
assessed, and the cost for addressing the issues can be better estimated, enabling the enterprise 
to better forecast the probable “R” (return) for the “I” (investment).  
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Environmental Asset 
Requirements
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Tools/Equipment
Materials/Supplies
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The environment provides several types of enabling 
assets for the humans to use while performing the job; 
these include

Data/Information
Materials/Supplies
Tools/Equipment
Facilities/Grounds
Budget/Headcount
Culture/Consequences

What is required depends on both the process performance
requirements and the human capabilities available
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Figure 4:  The Environmental Variables 
 
 
Targeting EPPI Tier Views 
The EPPI Tier Views are intended to systematically map the enterprise processes and target 
improvement efforts with a clear understanding of all potential impacts to other enterprise 
systems and processes. The three Targeting EPPI Tier Views are 
 

Tier 1. Map the appropriate enterprise systems/processes to target Tier 2 View analysis 
efforts 

 
Tier 2. Map the processes and model the performance to target Tier 3 View analysis 

efforts 
 
Tier 3. Derive the required human and environmental enablers to determine gaps, 

leverage potential and ROI, and target EPPI Stage 2 improvement efforts as 
appropriate 

 
 

Tier 1 View – The Enterprise Map 

This is where the enterprise’s organizational systems and processes are mapped by the 
“functional owner” to target improvement areas. See Figure 5. 
 
This mapping could be driven by a review of a balanced scorecard’s current or future trend 
results for the business’s key strategic and/or operational metrics that have been deemed 
unacceptable or have been determined as candidates for improvement due to benchmarking 
efforts.  
 
All targeted enterprise processes and their upstream supplier processes, as appropriate to the 
goals for mapping, are mapped into their “home” functions and systems that are categorized as: 
leadership, core, or support (L-C-S).  
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This step is akin to first creating and then reviewing a schematic in a troubleshooting routine to 
determine the probable cause for an electrical short. This effort concludes when the probable 
targets for the enterprise’s problems’ root causes are determined and targeted. Those targets are 
addressed in the next Tier Views created. 
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EPPI – Tier 1 
View

 
Figure 5:  The Enterprise Map View 

 
 

Tier 2 View – Process Performance 

In the EPPI Tier 2 view, see Figure 6, those targeted functional systems and processes for the 
probable root causes are both process mapped and performance modeled. This level of process 
map and/or performance model detail is needed to target where in the current, status quo  
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Figure 6:  The Process Performance View 
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system/processes, the Tier 3 Views should be created.  
 
The Performance Model, covered in numerous BPTrends columns of mine prior to this, enables 
an articulation of ideal performance of the current state by current Master Performers versus an 
average of all performers. And it facilitates a “gap analysis” of the current state. Why can’t/aren’t 
all performers performing to the levels currently demonstrated by the Master Performers? 
 
If used for a future state, the Performance Modeling exercise brings the current Master 
Performers together with various Subject Matter Experts to paint a picture of the future, as best 
they can foresee it. And then collaboratively, critically, proactively challenge that possible future 
state, using the gap analysis effort, to anticipate the potential process performance issues that 
that future state might hold.  
 
It’s not perfect, without defect. But what crystal ball future-fortune telling methods are? 
 
 

Tier 3 View – Process Performance Enablers 

This is where all of the necessary enablers for those process performances are both determined 
and assessed. EPPI categorizes all enablers including human assets and environmental assets.  
 
Once any deficiencies in the quality, quantity and costs of the necessary enablers are 
determined, the impact to process performance for addressing those can be determined. Those 
upstream or peripheral provisioning organizations involved might also require improvement 
efforts. The total R (return) can then be more accurately calculated for the total I (investment) that 
will be required. Not the total return for the partial investment, as too often is the case.  
 
Again, the concepts, models, tools, and techniques for creating these three Tier Views are used 
in each of the four phases of Targeting EPPI.  
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Requirements
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Figure 7:  The Process Performance Enabler View 
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EPPI Stage 1 Phases 
Targeting EPPI uses a gated, 4-Phase framework (see Figure 8) for improved Phase 1 task 
planning including appropriate management control via the “gates.”  
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Figure 8:  The Stage 1 Targeting EPPI 4 Phase Model 
 
 

Stage 1 - Phase 1- Project Planning & Kick-Off 

In this phase, the Targeting EPPI plan is created, and a Project Steering Team is recruited, 
oriented, and met with in the first gate review meeting, in order to review and then approve, 
amend, defer, or kill the planned improvement effort. If approved or amended/approved Analysis 
Team membership would be determined to assure appropriate representation. 
 
The three Tier Views are used in the first phase to influence the overall planning efforts of the four 
phases and explain the intended analysis, which may be begun here, as appropriate to the 
specific improvement effort. 
 
Tier 1 Views might be begun here in Phase 1 and may also end here, depending on the size, 
scope, and breadth of the enterprise and the improvement being targeted; otherwise Tier 1 Views 
would be completed in Phase 2 by the designated Analysis Team(s).  
 
In Phase 1, the Project Steering Team deliberately targets Phase 2 efforts based on current and 
desired business results and perceived future opportunities and threats. 
 
 

Stage 1 - Phase 2- Analysis of the Current State 

In phase 2 the current state is determined, mapped, and targeted using Tier 1 View guidance if 
completed earlier in Phase 1; otherwise, Tier 1 Views are completed here. Then targeted Tier 2 
Views and Tier 3 Views efforts are completed specific to the original targets and plans.  
 
The results of the analysis meeting(s) are shared in a gate review meeting with the Project 
Steering Team. They will review the data, assess the target problems/opportunities determined 
by the Analysis Team, and agree upon the specific targets for the succeeding Phase 3 efforts. Or 
they will amend, defer, or kill the effort based on the preliminary results or as the current business 
situation may dictate. 
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Stage 1 - Phase 3- Design of the Future State 

In this phase, the future state is determined and targeted using both the models and data from 
the Phase 2 efforts as starting points. The same core teams would be used with some additional 
members to broaden and/or deepen the team’s expertise, as necessary, and as 
determined/approved by the Project Steering Team in the prior Phase 2 gate review meeting.  
 
The Project Steering Team is brought together again at the end of Phase 3 to review and assess 
the data and to select specific targets for the Phase 4 efforts. Or to amend the plans, defer the 
effort, or kill the improvement project based on the results-to-date, or as the latest business 
situations might dictate. If the effort moves forward, additional people may be handpicked and/or 
approved by the Project Steering Team for involvement in Phases 4 planning and/or reviews. 
 
 

Stage 1 - Phase 4- Implementation Planning 

Here, the specific improvement intervention implementations are planned for any post-Targeting 
EPPI needs — where the missing/deficient human and/or environmental enablers are put in 
place/fixed, or the process itself is re-engineered and then the enablers are righted.  
 
This phase may need to plan multiple sets of project efforts, some of which will need integration 
efforts between them to ensure their effectiveness during and post-rollout. 
 
 
EPPI Stage 1 Teams 
Not all of the teams described below will be appropriate to every improvement effort. As always, it 
depends. It will depend on the scope of the improvement effort in Stage 1, the enterprise culture 
and the risks and potential downside costs for not using them.  
 
But other teams may be permanent fixtures of the enterprise management system and 
processes. See Figure 9. 
 
 

Enterprise Improvement Governance Team 

This team is part of the “Level 1” permanent governance and advisory structure, in place to 
ensure that all improvement investment allocations are truly strategic and worthy, in terms of the 
corporate hurdle rate. 
 
 

Functional/Process Improvement Advisory Teams  

These teams are part of the “Level 1” permanent governance and advisory structure, in place to 
represent the enterprise in terms of the key business units, functional groupings and/or key 
processes or Value Chains, and to advise the top governance group. If functional in orientation it 
would represent the “owner functions” for key enterprise Value Chains and include appropriate 
member functions involved in that owner’s processes/Value Chains. 
 
 

Improvement Project Steering Team 

A Project Steering Team is a temporary support team, brought together for the duration of an 
improvement effort. Their job is to review the implementation charter and to oversee the detailing 
of improvement plans and to select project participants. This team recruits the best members for 
the other project teams, from the functional/organizational ranks, and helps them leverage the 
process performance situation to the best enterprise advantage for worthy ROI. 
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This team may stay involved as needed to target/focus the collective follow-on improvement 
efforts in Stage 2, with additional membership as needed. Their continuity is crucial as they will 
be the only ones close enough to the Stage 1 efforts to provide an understanding of what else 
was determined to be linked to the current situation needing improvement and what else may be 
impacted and/or need to be impacted later in Stage 2.  
 
The Stage 2 planning then can be conducted to address everything necessary to make the 
targeted improvement ultimately effective and worthy of the investments of time and resources.  
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Figure 9 – An Example Stage 1 Targeting EPPI Team Structure 
 
 

Improvement Project Analysis Team  

An Analysis Team of the owner function, master performers, subject matter experts, and other 
key stakeholders (as needed) is brought together to generate the data regarding the ideal 
performance and actual performance (generating a gap analysis) via an assessment of the 
process itself, and of the enabling assets, both human and environmental. 
 
 

Improvement Project Analysis Review Team  

An Analysis Review Team or teams may be brought together to review the analysis data and 
provide comment, thus broadening the participation beyond the typically small number of 
individuals on the original Analysis Team. 
 
 

Improvement Project Integrated Design Team  

An Integrated Design Team, a subset of the Analysis Team (for continuity), is brought together to 
use the analysis data to create a macro-integrated-design that specifies the criteria for both 
product and/or process changes overall related to “gaps” in the processes performances 
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analyzed, to ensure that any integrated improvements/changes are feasible, that possible or 
inevitable trade-offs are understood and assessed, and will help them better specify the 
improvement needs of any piece-part-processes to be improved.  They then also estimate the 
“returns” for the overall improvement. 
 
 

Improvement Project Design Teams  

Design Teams, with members from the Analysis Team and/or the Integrated Design Team, are 
brought together to use the analysis data (and integrated design specifications as appropriate) to 
create mid-level-designs that specify the criteria for both the products and/or processes change 
requirements related to the “gaps” in the performance targeted for improvement, to ensure that 
any improvements/changes do meet the needs of the overall process performance goals.  They 
also estimate the “returns” for any “improvements” to their portion of the effort.  
 
These teams would produce any micro-level design later in Stage 2: EPPI Initiative 
Implementation. 
 
 

Improvement Project Design Review Teams 

Design Review Teams are brought together to review the mid-level-design data for their 
appropriate areas and make comment early enough to identify problematic areas and issues. 
These teams would produce any micro-level design later in Stage 2: EPPI Initiative 
Implementation. 
 
 

Improvement Project Integrated Design Review Team  

An Integrated Design Review Team is formed to review the macro-design data for each of the 
component areas of the overall improvement effort to make comment early enough to identify any 
overall problematic integration issues. This team would also review any micro-level design later in 
Stage 2: EPPI Initiative Implementation for integration issues and needs. 
 
 
 

Improvement Project Integrated Implementation Planning Team  

An Implementation Planning Team whose membership is comprised of the Project Steering Team 
members, and both the Integrated Design and Integrated Design Review Team members, and 
representatives of the various, appropriate enterprise functions that will ultimately be responsible 
for the change area (as one example: training systems) are brought together to plan the change 
management strategy and tactics for hand-off to the EPPI Stage 2 Project Steering Team(s). 
They 
 
• Review the macro and mid-level design data 
• Create initial plans for addressing those improvement/change criteria 
• Determine the budget required so that ROI can then be calculated and presented to the 

Enterprise Improvement Governance Team for approval and resource allocation. 
 
 

Improvement Specialist Teams  

These teams (or team) house the many improvement specialists potentially necessary for 
significant improvement efforts. These are the “home rooms” where the acquisition and the 
continuous development and assessment of improvement talent are accomplished, by design, in 
alignment with the enterprise’s improvement philosophies, approaches and disciplines.  
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These teams may include Lean specialists, Six Sigma specialists, OD specialists, Compensation 
specialists, Instructional Design specialists, etc.  
 
 
Future Columns 
In the next quarterly column we’ll look at when and how the tools and techniques of EPPI, 
presented in past columns, plus other traditional tools, are used in Stage 1 phases of Targeting 
EPPI. 
 
And in future columns we’ll cover Stage 2 phases, teams and the various tools/techniques from 
more traditional improvement methodologies to achieve peak performance. 
 
Until the next quarterly column this winter…cheers! 
---------- 
 
Guy W. Wallace, a Certified Performance Technologist is the president of EPPIC Inc. He has 
been a performance improvement and training systems consultant for Fortune 500 firms since 
1982. He was the president of the International Society for Performance Improvement in 2003-
2004. Guy may be reached at guy.wallace@eppic.biz and his web site at www.eppic.biz.  
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Targeting EPPI � Tools & Techniques 
 
The Tools & Techniques of EPPI Stage 1 � Targeting EPPI 

This quarterly column addresses the tools and techniques used in Stage 1 of Enterprise 
Process Performance Improvement (EPPI): Stage 1 - Targeting EPPI. Some of these are 
more traditional and will be more familiar. The rest are the EPPI tools and techniques covered in 
prior columns.  
 
As a quick refresher� 

EPPI is a systems-engineering approach for mapping the enterprise�s key systems and 
processes to identify and target business-critical performance improvement opportunities and 
better understand the interrelationships between processes before launching into expensive and 
time consuming improvement efforts. 

Unfortunately, improvement efforts too often expand (necessarily but unanticipated) and involve 
more Investment than initially thought when the effort began. That destroys the initial schedules 
and costs as well as all return on investment (ROI) and economic value added (EVA®) 
projections. Targeting EPPI provides enterprise management with �command and control and 
empowerment� mechanisms to better ensure ROI and EVA by better anticipating all of the 
improvement complexity and by doing a better job predicting the total investment costs and the 
total returns. 

There are two stages to EPPI: 

Stage 1 � Targeting EPPI, quickly but systematically and systemically involves the right 
people in determining the probable causes for a performance problem or in determining 
the right processes and infrastructure needed to meet some opportunity, and then 
determining the plans, schedules, and the resourcing required to conduct the overall 
improvement effort in the next stage of EPPI. Stage 1 should be completed in a matter of 
a couple of weeks to a couple of months. 
 
Stage 2 � EPPI Intervention Initiatives, where the significant investments are made for 
greater returns in specific, integrated improvement efforts. These efforts might first 
address the process itself, perhaps reengineering it, or leaning it, and/or getting it to 
some �sigma� level of statistical control. The effort might then include addressing the 
Human Asset Management Systems (HAMS) and/or the Environmental Asset 
Management Systems (EAMS), depending on what was uncovered in the Stage 1 efforts. 
EPPI Stage 2 efforts are typically much longer than EPPI Stage 2 efforts. 
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The List of EPPI Stage 1 Tools and Techniques 
In this column the terms �tools� and �techniques� are defined as follows: 
 
! Tool � a device for capturing, analyzing, manipulating, and/or reporting data. Examples: 

a Process Map, or a Storyboard, or a Business Plan Template. 
! Technique � an approach for using a tool. Examples: Structured Brainstorming 

Session, or Individual Interview, or Web Survey. 
 

 
EPPI Stage 1 Tools include: 
! Improvement Charter�for defining the Improvement Project�s Charter, Goals and 

Resource Budget, Milestone Schedules, etc. 
! Project Plan & Schedule�for defining and clarifying the Improvement Project�s phases, 

tasks, assignments, and key, hard-scheduled dates. 
! Meeting Kick-Off Presentations�for helping direct and control the meetings with the 

Analysis, Design and Implementation Planning Teams, and each of the 4 gate review 
meetings with Project Steering Team. 

! Enterprise Scorecards�that state how the Enterprise, business units, functions and 
departments are doing against key strategic and operational metrics. 

! Stakeholder Surveys�that report current needs and satisfaction as well as future 
(anticipated) needs and concerns from the perspectives of all Enterprise stakeholders. 

! Risk & Reward Assessments�that document the data and recommendations 
regarding Enterprise risks and rewards for addressing current issues (both problems and 
opportunities).  

! Organization Relationship Maps�that pictorially portray the flow of information and the 
flow of Outputs-as-Inputs between the Enterprise internal functions and their external 
customers and suppliers, as well as requirements or barriers from the other marketplace 
environmental factors, such as regulatory, financial markets, competition, etc. Created by 
and popularized by Geary A. Rummler, CPT, PhD. 

! EPPI Tier 1 View�for defining those portions of the entire Enterprise Architecture 
involved in the process or processes being targeted for improvement, and specifying the 
core leadership and support systems� s �process improvement targets�  as well as those 
supportive, upstream processes that will also need to adjust/improve. Used to define both 
�as is� and �should be.� Covered in past columns. 

! EPPI Tier 2 Views�for defining both the macro and micro details of the process and 
human performance requirements, for the targeted improvements. Used to define both 
�as is� and �should be.� Includes both Process Maps for mapping out the segments 
(Areas of Performance) of the process, and Performance Models for detailing the 
process outputs and their key measures, and related tasks performed for ideal 
performance; plus an initial gap analysis against that ideal. Covered in past columns. 

! EPPI Tier 3 Views�for defining in detail the enabling human asset requirements and the 
enabling environmental asset requirements for the targeted improvements. Used to 
define both �as is� and �should be.� Includes Enabler Matrices for both the Human 
Asset Requirements and the Environmental Asset Requirements. Covered in past 
columns. 

! Existing System Assessments�for determining relevant deficiencies of a system�s 
process or processes needing improvement in order to support the preliminary target�s 
improvement. 
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! Existing System Process Improvement Specifications� for defining the specific 
improvements of a leadership, support, or other core process or processes, in order to 
support the preliminary target�s improvement. 

 
 
EPPI Stage 1 Techniques that will be presented include 
! In-person Individual Interviews with the �improvement owner� and other key 

stakeholders and project participants. 
! Phone Individual Interviews with the �improvement owner� and other stakeholders and 

participants. 
! Phone Conference Call Group Interviews with the �improvement owner� and other 

stakeholders and participants. 
! Structured Brainstorming Sessions with the Analysis, Design and Intervention 

Initiative Planning Team participants. 
! Structured Group Review Meetings with the Project Steering Team, including the 

�improvement owner� and all other key stakeholders. 
! Surveys with the �improvement owner� and other stakeholders and participants. 

 
The Tools and Techniques will be presented next within the framework of the 4 Phases of EPPI 
Stage 1 � Targeting Enterprise Process Performance Improvement. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. The 4 Phases of Stage 1 - Targeting EPPI 
 
 
Phase 1 of Targeting EPPI  
Stage 1 - Phase 1: Project Planning & Kick-Off 
In this phase, an Improvement Charter is negotiated by the Targeting EPPI �Project Manager� 
after interacting with the key customer and various stakeholders in In-person Individual 
Interviews, Phone Individual Interviews, and perhaps Phone Conference Call Group 
Interviews; used to gather and clarify everyone�s expectations and constraints prior to the 
detailed planning of the Stage 1 effort completed in this phase.  

The key customer and stakeholders use their insights from current results and trends from 
Enterprise Scorecards and Stakeholder Surveys and other sources, including In-person 
Individual Interviews, Phone Individual Interviews, and Phone Conference Call Group 
Interviews, to determine the need for any improvement efforts for current needs, or strategic-
future needs.  
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The preliminary EPPI Tier 1 Views are prepared based on the various upfront Interviews, and is 
used during the planning efforts to determine which organizations within the Enterprise should be 
involved in which of the four phases. EPPI Tier 1 Views present an Enterprise Architecture of 
Functional/Departmental Systems and Processes. They are only done for those portions of the 
Enterprise that are directly involved in the targeted processes, or provide critical leadership 
and/or support for the targeted processes, and therefore may be in need of improvement 
themselves, as driven by the improvement effort requirements for the preliminary target. A 
Targeting EPPI Project Plan & Schedule is created next, along with the recruiting of a Project 
Steering Team (PST) by the logical owner for the improvement effort with support from the 
Targeting EPPI Project Manager.  

The PST is oriented via a Structured Group Review Meeting using a specific Meeting Kick-Off 
Presentation, where key stakeholders are met with in a face-to-face meeting (if not, then at least 
synchronously) in order to review, discuss, debate the issues and the draft plan, and then to 
amend, approve, or reject the planned improvement effort. Additionally,,initial Risk & Reward 
Assessments are also documented. 

The last step is to handpick the Master Performers and other Subject Matter Experts for the 
Analysis Team for the next phase. 

The typical cycle times for this first phase may be as short as 2-4 hours or as long as a week or 
two, depending on the logistics required and both distances between the key people needed and 
any difficulties in getting the meeting scheduled. 

Phase 2 of Targeting EPPI 
Stage 1 - Phase 2: Current State Analysis 
In this phase, an Analysis Team of handpicked Master Performers and other Subject Matter 
Experts is oriented to the intended improvement effort using a specific Meeting Kick-Off 
Presentation and is facilitated through various Structured Brainstorming Sessions to produce 
Organization Relationship Maps and updates to the EPPI Tier 1 View, as well as to the Tier 2 
Views that define the current state for the process and the human performance requirements of 
all of the processes targeted for improvement, plus a gap analysis.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. EPPI Tier 1 Views Facilitate Process Problem Solving �Drill Down� 
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Figure 3. EPPI Tier 2 Views � Process Performance Data 

 
 
The Tier 3 Views are then produced by the same Analysis Team to further detail all of the human 
assets and (non-human) environmental assets required to support the current state, targeted 
process(es), along with a gap analysis of any inadequacies that are impacting the targeted issue 
being addressed. These models, the Tier Views, were covered extensively in prior columns. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. EPPI Tier 3 Views � Enabler Data 
 
 
Then the Enabling Asset �provisioning� Systems of the Enterprise are assessed and documented 
on Existing System Assessments. Those Systems provide all of the Assets needed by the 
process; they bring a �paper process to life.  
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Human Assets requirements fall into these 5 broad categories, each with its own set of sub-
categories. 
 
! Awareness/Knowledge/Skills 
! Physical Attributes 
! Psychological Attributes 
! Intellectual Attributes 
! Personal Values 

 
Environmental Assets requirements fall into these 6 broad categories, each with its own set of 
sub-categories: 
 
! Data & Information 
! Materials & Supplies 
! Tools & Equipment 
! Facilities & Grounds 
! Expense Budgets & Capital Budgets 
! Culture & Consequences 

 
 
The enabling assets are provisioned to the processes by either the Enterprise Human Asset 
Management Systems (HAMS) or the Environmental Asset Management Systems (EAMS). The 
HAMS and the EAMS are the EPPI structure for beginning the analysis of the �things� it takes to 
make the process happen. The HAMS and EAMS models were covered extensively in prior 
columns. 
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EAMS � Environmental Asset Management Systems

 
 

Figure 5. EPPI HAMS & EAMS � Enterprise Provisioning Systems 
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Those Enterprise provisioning systems, and their processes, are each assessed against the 
specifics of the Stakeholder Requirements and Desires. The following model guides the Analysis 
Team, composed of Master Performers and other Subject Matter Experts who can speak to these 
issues regarding the current and likely future requirements and desires. The Stakeholder 
Hierarchy model was covered extensively in a prior column. 
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Figure 6. the Stakeholder Hierarchy Facilitates Satisfaction & Issue Assessments 
 
If desired and planned for up front,  Analysis Review Teams (ARTs), of a few individuals, or of 
many others so as to extend the overall involvement in Analysis, can be included via a Web 
Survey and/or participation in Structured Group Review Meetings using a specific Meeting 
Kick-Off Presentation. If ART surveys or meetings are conducted the original Analysis Team 
should participate in a post-ART update of the analysis data for continuity and ownership 
purposes. 
 
The data from the Analysis Team effort is reviewed with the PST via a Structured Group 
Review Meeting using a specific Meeting Kick-Off Presentation.  Additionally, the initial Risk & 
Reward Assessments are also updated. The PST then amends, approves, or rejects the 
planned improvement efforts continuation. The last step is to handpick the Master Performers and 
other Subject Matter Experts for the Design Team for the next phase. 

The typical cycle times for this second phase may be as short as two days or as long as a week 
or two, depending on the complexity of the issues, the logistics required and both distances 
between the key people needed and any difficulties in getting the meeting scheduled. 

 
Phase 3 of Targeting EPPI  
Stage 1 - Phase 3: Future State Design 
In this phase, a Design Team - a subset of the Analysis Team of handpicked Master Performers 
and other Subject Matter Experts, plus others as deemed essential, is oriented to the intended 
meeting efforts using a specific Meeting Kick-Off Presentation and is then facilitated through 
various Structured Brainstorming Sessions to produce future state versions of the EPPI Tier 
Views: 1, 2 and 3, plus Existing System Process Improvement Specifications in response to 
new criteria for the provisioning systems plus the Existing System Assessments done in the 
prior phase. Then all of the data produced is documented for review, critique, and updating 
efforts.  
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If desired and planned for up front accordingly, a Design Review Team (DRT) of a few or many 
others so as to extend the overall involvement can be included via a Web Surveys and/or 
participation in Structured Group Review Meetings, using a specific Meeting Kick-Off 
Presentation. If conducted, the original Design Team should participate in a post-DRT update to 
the design data, for continuity and ownership purposes. 
 
The data from the Design Team effort is lastly reviewed with the PST via a Structured Group 
Review Meeting using a specific Meeting Kick-Off Presentation. Additionally, the initial Risk & 
Reward Assessments are also updated. They then amend, approve, or reject the planned 
improvement efforts continuation. The last step is to handpick the Master Performers and other 
Subject Matter Experts for the Implementation Planning Team for the next phase. 

The typical cycle times for this third phase may be as short as 2 days or as long as 2 weeks, 
depending on the complexity of the issues, the logistics required and both distances between the 
key people needed and any difficulties in getting the meetings scheduled. 

 
Phase 4 of Targeting EPPI  
Stage 1 - Phase 4: Implementation Planning 
In this phase, an Implementation Planning Team plans specific implementations for any post-
Targeting EPPI process improvement interventions�where the missing/deficient enablers are put 
in place/fixed, or the process is re-engineered and then the enablers are righted. This is where 
EPPI Stage 2 � EPPI Intervention Initiatives are planned. 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 7. The 6 Phases of EPPI Stage 2: EPPI Intervention Initiatives 
 

N.B. The 6 Phase model of EPPI II can be easily replaced with DMAIC or any other 
management directed, systematic, �gated� approach to process performance 
improvement. Or those segments of the Six Sigma approach or any other approach  
could be folded into the EPPI II framework of 6 phases with 5 gates up until �release� at 
which time ongoing operations picks up and monitoring against standard metrics begins. 
Either way�whichever gets the efforts done in an a politically acceptable manner. 

This final phase of Stage 1 may need to plan multiple sets of EPPI Stage 2 project efforts, some 
of which may need integration efforts between them to ensure their effectiveness, post-rollout. 
For example, Figure 6 could represent Stage 2 efforts where A = Process Re-engineering, B = 
Development of IT tools, and C = development of new training for the tools in the new process. 
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Figure 8. A More Complex EPPI Stage 2 Effort: EPPI Intervention Initiatives 
 
The goal of Targeting EPPI is to get to this point, where a management controlled effort, involving 
significant empowerment of designated teams, quickly analyzes a problem/opportunity and 
designs high level solutions needed, and then plans the coordinated efforts for the multiple 
improvement initiatives needed to achieve whatever goals have been set out.  
 
It is at this point that the �I� in ROI, the investments, can be better anticipated and where ROI can 
now truly be forecasted with more accuracy. Until this point ROI could not be estimated with any 
accuracy. Unless the Returns are so significant or the Risks are too great to tolerate, the total 
Investment cost might sink the ROI below your current corporate hurdle rate for ROI, or ROA, or 
RONA, etc. 
 
And, just as in Phases 2 and 3 of Targeting EPPI, if desired and planned for up front accordingly, 
an Implementation Planning Review Team (IPRT) of a few individuals or many others, so as to 
appropriately extend the overall involvement in the improvement effort, can be included via Web 
Surveys and/or participation in Structured Group Review Meetings, using a specific Meeting 
Kick-Off Presentation.  
 
And again, �if� conducted, the original Implementation Planning Team should participate in a post-
IPRT update to the implementation plan data, for continuity and ownership purposes. 
 
The data from the Implementation Planning Team effort is lastly reviewed with the PST via a 
Structured Group Review Meeting using a specific Meeting Kick-Off Presentation.  

Additionally, the initial Risk & Reward Assessments are also updated. They then amend, 
approve, or reject the planned improvement efforts continuation in EPPI II.  

As appropriate, the last step is to confirm the names submitted by the IPT or handpick the 
members of the new set of Project Steering Teams needed in EPPI II. And, as appropriate, this 
PST should handpick which of the Targeting efforts Master Performers and other Subject Matter 
Experts should be used in which downstream improvement effort in EPPI II. 

The typical cycle times for this fourth phase may be as short as two weeks or as long as two 
months, depending on the complexity of the issues, the logistics required and both distances 
between the key people needed and any difficulties in getting the meetings scheduled. 

Summary 
EPPI Stage 1 � Targeting EPPI, doesn�t self-declare its approach as Six Sigma, Lean, or TQM. It 
is (ultimately) improvement methodology neutral. But it proceeds with an eye toward the 
necessary intervention types, such as Lean, Six Sigma, QFD, training development, etc., that 
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may need to work in concert to be truly effective and to achieve the ideal performance being 
targeted. 
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Figure 9. Targeting EPPI leads to multiple EPPI Intervention Initiatives 
 
EPPI Stage 1 � Targeting EPPI is intended to do a quick set of analyses which various Master 
Performers and Subject matter Experts use to determine probable causes and fixes for identified 
problems and/or opportunities, and to specifically determine up front, any and all other �chain 
reaction improvements� that will be required of any leadership, support, or other core 
systems/processes elsewhere in the Enterprise, in order to support and realize the initially 
targeted improvement effort.  
 
Note: This methodology is also partially covered in Chapter 11 of the 3rd edition of the Handbook 
of Human Performance Technology (2006). 
 

 
 
 
Future Columns 
In the next column we�ll cover the EPPI Stage 2 phases and teams, plus various tools/techniques 
from both my EPPI methods, and from more traditional improvement methodologies that might be 
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needed in a coordinated manner in order to achieve peak performance of the process, for 
significant ROI! 
 
Until the next quarterly column in March 2007 �cheers! 
---------- 
 
Guy W. Wallace, a Certified Performance Technologist is the president of EPPIC Inc. He has 
been a performance improvement and training systems consultant for Fortune 500 firms since 
1982. He was the president of the International Society for Performance Improvement in 2003-
2004. Guy may be reached at guy.wallace@eppic.biz and his web site at www.eppic.biz.  
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EPPI Intervention Initiatives – Tools & Techniques 
 
The Tools & Techniques of EPPI Stage 2 – EPPI Intervention Initiatives   

This quarterly column addresses the tools and techniques used in Stage 2 of Enterprise 
Process Performance Improvement (EPPI): Stage 2 – EPPI Intervention Initiatives.  
 
First we’ll cover the prior effort, Stage 1, then the Stage 2 phases and teams, and finally the tools 
and techniques for addressing  
 

► The process itself with its upstream and parallel inputs and suppliers and 
downstream output receivers, and its results relative to the strategic drivers and 
stakeholder requirements 

► The enabling human assets which are the awareness, knowledge, skills, physical 
attributes, psychological attributes, intellectual attributes and personal values that the 
performers bring to the process 

► The enabling environmental assets supply the process and the human assets with 
enablers such as the data/information, materials/supplies, tools/equipment, financial 
resources, facilities/grounds, and the culture/consequences  

 
 
Now That the Targeting EPPI Effort Has Been Completed 
EPPI Stage 2 is conducted after a Stage 1- Targeting EPPI effort has determined what ROI there 
is for addressing any “gaps” from an ideal state. See Figure 1. That determination, done quickly, 
systematically and collaboratively, may lead to one or more “interventions.” 
 
For those just entering this quarterly column series of readings, the past two quarters’ columns 
will provide you with the background you may wish, available at www.bptrends.com – search 
under “Wallace” 
 

► September 2006 - EPPI Stage 1: Targeting EPPI 
► December 2006 - Targeting EPPI – Tools & Techniques 

 
The prior Targeting EPPI effort has determined “what gaps are significant ROI opportunities for 
closing,” and where to target improvement Investments at the process, and/or at any upstream 
feeding processes, and/or at any or many of the enabling support processes, for the forecasted 
Returns. The prior effort also identified how to address them and in what sequence. 
Management can now move ahead with funding an ROI opportunity with greater confidence that 
the “I” won’t grow and diminish the ROI; or that the “R” won’t be as great as the forecasts 
suggested could be achieved. 
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Figure 1:  EPPI Stage 1 Leads to Stage 2 – 1:1 or 1:Many 

 
 
The goal is predictability of the ROI for improvement, unless you’ve already harvested all of the 
big targets and are now left with only smaller, CI - continuous improvement – aka: KAZIEN 
improvements, to make. But targeting CI prematurely on processes that really need major 
revamping is often a wasted investment. Not always - but often enough to “watch out for it!”  
 
Think about where TQM is today after too many took the same approach in the 80s and 90’s--
improvement efforts launched without management oversight, regard to ROI and a systemic view 
of the entire situation. 
 
 
The Phases of EPPI II 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The 6 phases of an EPPI Stage 2 effort merely organize the teams  
for producing and reviewing the data appropriate to that phase. 
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Phase 1- Project Planning & Kick-Off 

In this phase, the improvement plan is created, and a Project Steering Team is recruited by an 
executive oversight group, which we refer to as the Improvement Governance & Advisory System 
(covered in the last couple of columns). Complex projects may have several “streams” of effort 
that need to be planned in a coordinated manner to better ensure compatibility and functionality 
at the time of Pilot-Testing the solution as a system. 
 
The PST reviews the plan and either kills the effort, defers it to a more appropriate time, modifies 
the plan and/or approves it and formally launches the effort.  
 

Phase 2- Analysis  

In phase 2 the specification of requirements is produced using analysis techniques common to 
the intervention type(s) of the project. Complex projects will need to “test” the requirements early 
to identify any incompatible requirements for resolution prior to any design efforts. 
 

Phase 3- Design  

In phase 3 the specification of design elements is produced using design techniques common to 
the intervention type(s) of the project. Complex projects will need to “test” the design early to 
identify any incompatibility issues for resolution prior to any development/acquisition efforts. 
 

Phase 4- Development/Acquisition  

In phase 4 the solution development/acquisition occurs, in a manner common to the intervention 
type(s) of the project. Complex projects will need to “pre-test” elements of the solution-set early to 
identify any incompatibility issues for resolution prior to any full-system Pilot-test efforts. 
 

Phase 5- Pilot-Test  

In phase 5 the solution-set test occurs, in a manner common to the intervention type(s) of the 
project AND to its inter-compatibility as a system, as appropriate to the elements of the solution. 
Complex projects may need to conduct a “full destructive test” of the entire solution-set as a 
system, to generate requirements for solution modifications prior to any full-system release/roll-
out efforts. 
 

Phase 6- Revision & Release  

In phase 6 the solution modifications are made prior to any full-system release/roll-out efforts. 
 

 
 
After that final phase, the solution elements are “used” in an on-going manner, as appropriate to 
their intent. 
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EPPI Stage 2 Teams 
Not all of the teams described below will be appropriate to every improvement effort. As always, it 
depends. It will depend on the scope and complexity of the improvement effort in Stage 2, the 
enterprise culture and the risks and potential downside costs for not using teams compared to the 
costs for using them.  
 

Enterprise Improvement Governance Team 

This team is part of the “Level 1” permanent governance and advisory structure, covered in my 
September 2006 column, that is put in place to ensure that all enterprise improvement investment 
allocations are truly strategic and worthy, in terms of corporate goals and the current “hurdle 
rate.” 
 

Functional/Process Improvement Advisory Teams  

These teams are also part of the “Level 1” permanent governance and advisory structure, in 
place to represent the enterprise in terms of the key business units, functional groupings and/or 
key processes or Value Chains, and to advise the top governance group. If functional in 
orientation it would represent the “owner functions” for key enterprise Value Chains and include 
appropriate member functions involved in that owner’s processes/Value Chains. 
 

EPPI 2 Project Steering Team 

A Project Steering Team is a temporary support team, brought together for the duration of an 
improvement effort. Their job is to review the implementation charter and to oversee the detailing 
of improvement plans and to select project participants. This team recruits the best members for 
the other project teams from the functional/organizational ranks and helps them leverage the 
process performance situation to the best enterprise advantage for worthy ROI. 
 
This team may include members of the prior effort of Stage 1 for continuity, as needed. The 
Stage 2 planning is conducted to address everything necessary, as identified in the Stage 1 
efforts, to make the targeted improvement ultimately effective and worthy of the investments of 
time and resources.  
 

EPPI 2 Analysis Team  

An Analysis Team or teams, of the owner functions, master performers, subject matter experts, 
and other key stakeholders (as needed) are formed to, face-to-face or virtually, generate the 
solution requirements data for their portion of the solution-set.  
 

EPPI 2 Analysis Review Team  

An Analysis Review Team or teams may be brought together (face-to-face or virtually as 
appropriate) to review the requirements data and provide comment, thus broadening the 
participation beyond the typically small number of individuals on the original Analysis Team. 
 

EPPI 2 Integrated Design Team  

An Integrated Design Team, a subset of the Analysis Team (for continuity), is brought together 
face-to-face or virtually to use the analysis requirements data to create an integrated-design that 
specifies the criteria for both product and/or process changes overall related to “gaps” in the 
processes performances analyzed, to ensure that any integrated improvements/changes are 
feasible, and that possible or inevitable trade-offs are understood and assessed and will help 
them better specify the improvement needs of any piece-part-processes to be improved.  
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EPPI 2 Design Teams  

Design Teams, with members from the Analysis Team and/or the Integrated Design Team, are 
brought together face-to-face or virtually to use the analysis requirements data and the integrated 
design specifications, as appropriate, to designs for their element of the solution. 
 

EPPI 2 Review Teams 

Design Review Teams are brought together face-to-face or virtually to review the designs for their 
appropriate areas and make comment early enough to identify problematic areas and issues.  
 

EPPI 2 Integrated Design Review Team  

An Integrated Design Review Team is formed to review face-to-face or virtually the total set of 
design data for each of the component areas of the overall improvement effort to make comment 
early enough to identify any overall problematic integration issues.  
 

EPPI 2 Integrated Development Planning Team  

An Implementation Planning Team whose membership may be comprised of the Project Steering 
Team members,  both the Integrated Design and Integrated Design Review Team members, and 
representatives of the various, appropriate enterprise functions that will ultimately be responsible 
for the change area (as one example: training systems) are brought together face-to-face or 
virtually to plan the development efforts and the post project change management strategy and 
tactics for hand-offs to those functions/departments/cross-functional teams who will operate and 
maintain the solution.  
 

EPPI 2 Improvement Specialist Teams  

These teams (or team) house the many improvement/solution development specialists needed 
for the Stage 2 effort. 
 
These teams may include individuals from the “solution-owning function/department” as well as 
improvement specialists such as Lean specialists, SPC/Six Sigma specialists, HR specialists, OD 
specialists, Compensation specialists, Instructional Design specialists, etc.  
 
The EPPI Stage 2 Tools and Techniques 
Note: In this column the terms tools and techniques are defined as follows: 
 

 Tool – a device for capturing, analyzing, manipulating, and/or reporting data. Examples: 
a Process Map, or a Storyboard, or a Business Plan Template. 

 Technique – is an approach for using a tool. Examples: Structured Brainstorming 
Session, or Individual Interview, or Web Survey. 

 
 
The Three Variables of EPPI 
Long term readers will recall that one of the models feeding my development of the EPPI 
methodology-set years ago was the Ishikawa diagram (column: March 2005). A long time ago I 
reorganized THAT view to accommodate my focus on the human variable by resorting Ishikawa’s 
variables to 3 main sets: 
 

► The Process itself 
► The Enabling Human Assets Required 
► The Enabling Environmental Assets Required 
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The expanded model produced follows in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3:  EPPI Process Performance Improvement Variables 
 

The process is expanded on the left-side of the Figure 2 into a family of processes, 
organized into an Enterprise Process Architecture for a systemic view of process 
interrelationships.  
 
Working right in the graphic, the single process can be process mapped or performance 
modeled. Those maps and models can provide a “process-performance anchor” for 
systematically deriving the enablers of the process, and then gathering additional data for 
understanding the relative importance of each of the various “enablers.”  
 
Those enablers include the human assets and the environmental assets required, 
pictured in the figure’s right-side. 

 
EPPI Stage 2 Tool Sets 
EPPI Stage 2 Tools includes all of those tools listed last quarter for Stage 1: 
 

► Improvement Charter 
► Project Plans & Schedules 
► Meeting Kick-Off Presentations 
► Enterprise Scorecards 
► Stakeholder Surveys 
► Risk & Reward Assessments 
► Organization Relationship Maps 
► EPPI Tier 1 View 
► EPPI Tier 2 Views 
► EPPI Tier 3 Views 
► Existing System Assessments 
► Existing System Process Improvement Specifications 

 
EPPI Stage 2 Tools also include those that are unique from those listed last quarter for Stage 1, 
and include: 
 

► Various marketing analyses and planning methods  
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► Strategic Business Planning  
► Financial Business Planning 
► Compliance Audits  
► Benchmarking 
► Workflow/Data Flow/Process Mapping 
► Performance Modeling and Enabler Analysis 
► Value Analysis/Engineering  
► ABC/Activity Based Costing- Financial Analysis… 
► QFD 
► Design of Experiments 
► Lean 
► Six Sigma/SPC 

 
Each of these listed may themselves be “a set” of related tools, rather than just one tool. 
 
But First – Tools to Address the Process’ Product 
Addressing the process itself as one of, or as the only “now targeted” focus for improvement, 
happens when it is found to not meet the balanced requirements of its stakeholders.  
 
And that is due to either the process’ “product” produced being determined to have significant 
“problems/opportunities” with significant ROI potential. 
 
Or, if it is determined in Stage 1 that the product itself is OK, then it’s really just the “problems/ 
opportunities” with the process that needs to be addressed.  
 
And…IF they are both targets, then it’s still first things first: and first focus on the product.  
 
How well does the “process’ product” itself… 
 

► Meet the current and future needs of the customers? 
► Meet the compliance requirements of the government or industry groups? 
► Meet the needs of the owners/executive management related to the Business/ 

Marketing/Financial Strategy and Plans? 
 
If there are sufficient ROI opportunities here, the Tools for addressing the product include… 
 

► Various marketing analyses and planning methods…can help you determine 
what the marketplace needs and is willing to pay for, and provide guidance in 
determining which products to bring to the market, to keep, or to prune  

► Strategic Business Planning…can help you determine how you will proceed to 
address and support the marketing opportunity…and/or d what market segments 
to pursue. 

► Financial Business Planning…can help you determine which products to bring 
to the market and when, which to keep, or what and when to prune  

► QFD - Quality Function Deployment…can help you determine what product 
features need to be better than, could be equal to, or might be less-than, those 
available from your competition 

► Design of Experiments…might help you test products against complex 
requirements 

► Value Analysis/Engineering…methods might help you assess the product for 
functionality and/or cost improvements  

► Compliance Audits…conducted by yourself or by “the authorities” can either 
help or  force you to get compliant with the criteria used 
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Tools for Addressing the Process 
The Tools for addressing the process may include… 
 

► Problem Solving 
► Force Field Analysis 
► Workflow/Data Flow/Process Mapping 
► Performance Modeling and Enabler Analysis 
► ABC/Activity Based Costing- Financial Analysis… 
► Benchmarking 
► QFD 
► Design of Experiments 
► Lean 
► Six Sigma/SPC and the 7 Basic Quality Tools and 7 Advanced Quality Tools 

And… 
► Misc. Tools that are unique to the type of process being addressed (e.g.: Sales 

Effectiveness Assessment Metrics and Tools for improving Sales processes) 
 
Tools for Addressing the Enabling Human Assets Required 
The Tools for addressing the HA include… 
 

► All of the “tools” listed above for the process, for each HA is provisioned 
by a process, or set of processes 

 
Tools for Addressing the Enabling Environmental Assets Required 
The Tools for addressing the EA include… 
 

► All of the “tools” listed above for addressing the process itself, for each EA 
is provisioned by a process, or set of processes 
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EAMS – Environmental Asset Management Systems

 
 

Figure 4:  EPPI Enabling Asset Management Systems/Processes 
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Techniques for Using the Tools 
Some of the potential Techniques for using the Tools above, other than techniques unique to the 
particular tool itself, include: 
 

► In-person Individual Interviews with the “improvement owner” and other key 
stakeholders and project participants. 

► Phone Individual Interviews with the “improvement owner” and other 
stakeholders and participants. 

► Phone Conference Call Group Interviews with the “improvement owner” and 
other stakeholders and participants. 

► Structured Analysis/Design/Pilot-Test/Review Sessions with any and all of 
the teams participating in the Stage 2 efforts, using brainstorming and other 
“group-processes” 

► Structured Group Review Meetings with the Project Steering Team including 
the “improvement owner” and all other key stakeholders 

► Surveys with the “improvement owner” and other stakeholders and participants 
 
Summary 
EPPI Stage 1 – Targeting EPPI was intended to do a quick set of analyses with various Master 
Performers and Subject Matter Experts to determine probable causes and fixes for identified 
problems and/or opportunities, and to specifically determine up front, any and all other “chain 
reaction improvements” that will be required of any leadership, support or other core 
systems/processes elsewhere in the Enterprise, in order to support and realize the initially 
targeted improvement effort. It does not use Lean or Six Sigma or any other improvement 
approach until the next Stage. 
 
EPPI Stage 2 follows the Targeting EPPI effort, where the determination has been made as to 
which improvement methodologies hold promise for significant ROI. It is in Stage 2 that 
improvement intervention types, such as Lean, Six Sigma, QFD, training development, etc. are 
planned to work in concert to be truly effective and to achieve the ideal performance being 
targeted, AND the forecasted ROI. 
 
Could a Project Steering Team skip Stage 1 and go immediately into Stage 2? Of course, if that is 
what truly makes sense and the risks/rewards for that decision are understood. Some things are 
that obvious. Others are not so. As always, it depends. 
 
Future Columns 
In the next column I intend to cover the EPPI version of Enterprise Process Architecture, used to 
help Improvement specialists address the enterprise by it’s given “functional orientation” while 
being process-centric. Unless an EPA already exists, in which cased that is what should be used. 
 
Until the next quarterly column in June 2007 …cheers! 
---------- 
 
Guy W. Wallace, a Certified Performance Technologist is the president of EPPIC Inc. He has 
been a performance improvement and training systems consultant for Fortune 500 firms since 
1982. He was the president of the International Society for Performance Improvement in 2003-
2004. Guy may be reached at guy.wallace@eppic.biz and his web site at www.eppic.biz.  
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Enterprise Process Performance Architecture 
 
Open 
This quarterly column addresses the Enterprise Process Performance Architecture that I have 
been using in my Enterprise Process Performance Improvement (EPPI) and PACT 
Processes for T&D/ Learning/ Knowledge Management consulting gigs. It’s my version of the 
Enterprise Process Architecture. 
 
And I’ll provide you with a template for the EPPA for Do-It-Yourself efforts so that you might put 
this to your own “acid test.” 
 
The questions to be answered include: Is this any way to map all of the processes of the 
Enterprise? Any Enterprise? Can we be functionally organized AND “process-centric?” Does this 
have utility for those pursuing BPM? 
 
I’ve been using this to derive the specific performance requirements and enabling competencies 
and attributes for over 20 years for the learner/performers of an entire function and for specific 
management jobs.  
 
Oh – and isn’t it ironic that to do “systems thinking” one needs to be cognizant of ALL of the 
“piece parts” to begin to contemplate their relationships? That’s what this model-set and 
template/tool are intended to do – help you see ALL of the processes of the Enterprise in that oh-
so-familiar “functional organization scheme” that’s still most prevalent in my client organizations. 
 
Where the Rubber Hits the Road 
Conceptually, almost all Enterprise processes are housed at the Department level. But some may 
be found at the functional and higher levels as well. In any event, they will be “housed” in the core 
area of the model if they are unique to that entity. If they are owned by the entity but shared 
across the enterprise, they might be part of a Leadership or Support System/Process. 
 
So when I do a WBS – Work-Breakdown-Structure – of an Enterprise, I am typically not worried 
about trying to capture them all near the top or the middle of the Enterprise…That comes later. I 
am usually trying to get to the department level and identify the processes there. And do all 
departments within a function so that I can “roll them up” to the functional level AND THEN 
discuss what’s missing – what is done at the “functional level” by functional staff or cross-
department teams that isn’t captured by the department models? 
 
Each department is unique in terms of its “core” processes, which my methods break down 
further into AoPs – Areas of Performance. What all departments share process-wise is what I 
term the “Leadership” and the “Support” processes. And I bundle like-processes into Systems to 
keep the “visual view” manageable.  



 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1.  Areas of Performance Framework for a Management 
 Job and Individual Contributor Jobs 

 
The long blue boxes represent the unique processes that the department owns. If the department 
had its staff working on other departments’ processes – on loan so to speak – I’d make a long 
box of a different color to acknowledge that visibly. But I’d leave it to the “owner” department to 
claim the cross-department process so as to avoid redundancy. 
  
 
Bottoms-Up View from the Department Level 
Next is the “template/tool” for your full-destructive-test of this model and approach to capturing 
ALL of the processes. Of course, you can do this top down if that is your mandate. But typically in 
my consulting work I am brought in to look at one segment of the Enterprise. And it’s usually a 
functional orientation versus a process orientation. So I start with what’s given…the functional 
organization scheme…and attempt to get process-centric within that paradigm.   
 
First, pick any function in your Enterprise (or a client’s) and name/number all of the departments. 
You’ll then need one template for each. If you are organized by process, pick all of the equivalent 
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organizational entities for modeling. If you are in a matrix management organization I think you’ll 
still need to approach this from an “owner department/entity level” that probably is a mix of 
process-oriented departments and functional-oriented departments.  
 
You’ll need a template for the functional level, the next level up. And one for “every level 
upwards” after that, including the Enterprise level. And more, if you intend to map the entirety of 
the Enterprise. 
 
Print-off enough paper copies – or create electronic templates (e.g., PowerPoint) to “fill out.” 
Enterprise Entity View: ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Application Steps at the Department Level 
Pick any department to start with. Review each of the Leadership and Support levels and 
determine whether or not this department “owns” a system/process in this area…or whether they 
merely participate in someone else’s owned process in this domain. Mark those Yes or No 
appropriately. 

Then list all of the distinct processes of the department in the Core level. Depending on your 
approach for doing this, this could be somewhat easy or very difficult. Due to the arbitrariness of it 
all… 

Please note that process boundaries are quite arbitrary for the most part. Where does 
one begin and where does one end? Does it really matter IF we capture them all 
somehow? And as arbitrary decisions are the hardest to make – because the answer isn’t 
crystal clear – plan on this part taking time. Getting everyone appropriate involved in this 
might lead to some “wrangling” in order to reach the finish line with a consensus model. 

And then repeat for all of the other departments for your targeted Function. 

 

Application Steps at the Functional Level 
Then take all of those Departments and place the names of each in some logical order in the 
“Core” area of the template for the Functional View.  

Review all of the Leadership and Support levels and determine Yes or No as to whether these 
operate at the Functional level…or if the staff here merely play a role in some other 
Function’s/Department’s process regarding those types of processes/efforts. 

Also, add any additional “Core” processes that are unique to the Function. Differentiate those 
from the Departments listed, using color and/or shape, for your reviewers’ ease later. 

 
Application Steps at the Business Unit/Division/Enterprise Levels 
Then take all of those Functions and place the names of each in some logical order in the “Core” 
area of the template for the next level up.  

Review all of the Leadership and Support levels, and determine Yes or No as to whether these 
operate at this next level up…or if the staff at this level merely play a role in someone else’s 
process regarding those types of processes/efforts. 

Also, add any additional “Core” processes that are unique to this level. Differentiate those from 
the Departments listed, using color and/or shape for your reviewers later. 

Then repeat for each level until you’ve completed the template for the Enterprise. 
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Figure 2.  Template for a Systems/ Processes/ Areas of Performance View 
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A Few Acid Test Items for Your Consideration 
 Does it make sense as an approach to parse the Enterprise this way? Could you? 

 Did you capture your core value chain components in one or more departments? Can you? 
Could you string them together to see it end-to-end? Are there gaps? 

 Is there difficulty in determining ownership of complex processes? Could this be used to 
clarify? 

 Could you organize and cascade goals, objectives, resources, and metric systems in this 
manner? 

 
 
Future Columns 
In the next column I intend to cover how I would use this Enterprise Process Performance 
Architecture to create an Enterprise learner/Performer Architecture and have them both inform 
the design of the Enterprise Content Architecture…which I could label as an “Enterprise 
Instructional Content Architecture” – but that might suggest that I believe that any/all content 
within the Enterprise isn’t intended to instruct/inform/guide all learners/Performers in Enterprise 
Process Performance. And I don’t believe that. 
 
And I’ll paint my hopes for the future intersection of BPM and the clear definition of ALL of the 
processes of an Enterprise with my world of ISD and HPT…Instructional Systems Design and 
Human Performance Technology…along with the many other “enabling” disciplines necessarily 
brought together to achieve and sustain Peak Performance. 
 
We’re all after the same thing – to first protect and then improve the Enterprise.  
 
Until the next quarterly column in September 2007 …cheers! 
---------- 
 
Guy W. Wallace, a Certified Performance Technologist, is the president of EPPIC Inc. He has 
been a performance improvement and training systems consultant for 44 Fortune 500 firms since 
1982. He was the president of the International Society for Performance Improvement in 2003-
2004. His main Blog is at http://pursuingperformanceblog.blogspot.com/  Guy may be reached at 
guy.wallace@eppic.biz and his web site at www.eppic.biz.  
 
 
 
 

http://pursuingperformanceblog.blogspot.com/
mailto:guy.wallace@eppic.biz


 

3 Linked Architectures for the Enterprise 

Open 
As promised in my prior column this, time I intend to address how I would use the Enterprise 
Process Performance Architecture, covered this past June, to create an Enterprise 
Learner/Performer Architecture and then have them both inform the design of an Enterprise 
Content Architecture.  

These are each subsets of the Enterprise Process Performance Improvement – EPPI 
methodology-set. 

As always, what doesn’t quite fit, or that you just don’t like about my “labels,” I am sure you will 
adapt, rather than adopt! It’s the concept, not the language, that is most important, then how well 
it does or does not communicates is of secondary importance, but still important. 

 

 
Figure 1.  The Big Picture of EPPI 
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The EPPA – Enterprise Process Performance Architecture  
The EPPA – Enterprise Process Performance Architecture is a work breakdown structure for 
processes that organizes them by their functional/departmental owner. Even cross-functional 
processes have owners, and hopefully their ownership isn’t shared, as that would probably cause 
issues when quick decisions are needed, etc. And there is the old saw, “If everyone is 
responsible then no one is responsible.” 

 

 
Figure 2.  The Enterprise Process Performance Architecture Framework 

 

 
Figure 3.   Departmental View of the L-C-S Framework 
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Figure 2 on the prior page portrays one branch of the EPPA.  

Figure 3 on the prior page portrays the use of the Leadership-Core-Support (L-C-S) framework 
that further breaks down the EPPA to a departmental view. 

 

 
Figure 4.  Example EPPA for a Support Function and One of Its Departments  

 

The ELPA – Enterprise Learner/Performer Architecture 
The ELPA – Enterprise Learner/Performer Architecture is process-centric and follows the very 
same structure as the EPPA. The ELPA simply lists job titles and employees by name in their 
home-room department/function/business unit. So the ELPA is easy, once you have the EPPA. 
The real value is not having an ELPA but in having it linked back to the processes of the EPPA, 
whether from their own department/function or not.  

Where the employee is farmed out to someone else’s owned processes – for example, an 
Engineering function employee assigned temporarily or permanently to a New Product 
Development process effort that is owned by the Marketing function – the specific processes can 
be easily tracked, using the same common language/labels for the Processes captured in the 
EPPA. 

 

The ECA – Enterprise Content Architecture 
The ECA – Enterprise Content Architecture is much more complex. There are 4 major 
segments or buckets to organize all of your Enterprise content: A-B-C-D. Although I created this 
series of buckets to organize Training/ Learning/ Knowledge Management content for my PACT 
Processes training methodologies, it is easily extended to all types of content – all aligned to the 
processes’ workflows. 
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The PACT methodology-set is a subset of the EPPI methods. PACT is an acronym for 
Performance-based, Accelerated, Customer-stakeholder-driven, Training and development.  

Details regarding PACT can be accessed via my 
award winning book, “lean-ISD” – which is available 
for free as a 404-page PDF on my web site at: 
www.eppic.biz  

 

ECA Segment A 

Segment A is organized in the manner in which your 
course catalogs from the old days might have been 
organized – as if organized for a single target 
audience – before the LMS – Learning Management 
Systems. 
 
In any event, it is a non-redundant list of all of your 
"offerings" at the administrative level – that level at 
which you track completions, fulfill orders, deliver 
classes, etc. 

 

The graphic in Figure 5, to the right, organizes the 
content initially into two major groupings – content 
that is shared and content that is unique to a defined 
target audience or audiences – following the ELPA 
framework discussed earlier.       Figure 5. ECA Segment A 

 

ECA Segment B 

Segment B is where all "PACT modular" content is 
stored for retrieval by PUSH and PULL target 
audiences, by facilitators for group-paced 
deployments, and by coaches in Structured OJT 
deployments – and for retrieval by Developers in the 
PACT Processes development efforts "to reuse 
content." 

 
Tier 1 has all of the typical orientations to the 
company, but also for each Business Unit/Division, 
for each Function, and for each Department where 
an overview of the department EPPA – Enterprise 
Process Performance Architecture – would be made 
available, describing at a very high level all of the 
Enterprise processes (workflows) and which teams 
and individual job titles are involved. Tier 1 
continues with Orientation content on all of the 
department's Teams and Individual Job Titles – a 
short – and to the PROCESS PERFORMANCE -- 
point. 

 

Figure 6.  ECA Segment B 
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Tier 2 contains all of the advanced organizers for 
the EPPA, available by prioritized PACT analysis 
efforts. Organized by the EPPA to ensure that the 
workflow of the processes themselves is central to 
the objectives for content development: 
Informational and Instructional. 

 
Tier 3 content is organized by the 17 categories of 
enabling Knowledge/Skills used in PACT Analysis 
and Design efforts, each of which may have 
additional sub-categories. 
 
Tier 4 and 5 content are "How To" in nature and 
together have a 1:1 relationship with every Tier 2 
chunk of content...typically for me at the AoP level 
of organization/content 
compiling/clustering/segmenting.  

The only difference between Tier 4 and 5 is that 
Tier 4 is for more than one Target Audience and 
Tier 5 is for one defined Target Audience. Tier 4 
content is usually more difficult to develop than 
Tier 5 content. 
 

 

Figure 7.  ECA Segment C 

 

 

ECA Segment C 

Segment C is where all of the PACT Design data is stored (the PACT Analysis data is stored in 
Segment C), plus all archives of prior versions.  

This includes T&D Paths – all T&D Event and Module Specifications from Curriculum Architecture 
Design efforts, and all T&D Event Maps, Lesson Maps, and Instructional Activity Specs from 
follow-on or independent Modular Curriculum Development/Acquisition efforts. 
 
This segment of the ECA is used by PACT Practitioners looking to adopt or adapt prior designs at 
any level – Curriculum Architecture Design, Modular Curriculum Development/Acquisition, and/or 
any development templates used in content projects in the past. 

                 

And here in Segment C is where you would store all of the ETA – Existing T&D Assessment data 
(assessment for reuse potential) from all PACT Analysis efforts for content development. 
 

ECA Segment D 

Segment D is for the storage/retrieval of legacy content – that and all other content that is not 
"PACT modular,” meaning it doesn't fit the PACT configuration rules/guidelines reflected in the 5 
Tier framework of Segment B for content.  
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Segment D also contains a “WELL” for all of the content objects needed to construct all content 
products, including all standard photos, graphics, graphic components, text, etc., that are 
potentially reusable. More on “The WELL” next. 

 

Segment D of the ECA is also where one would 
store all of the Lessons Learned, Best Practices, 
and all externally sourced data, further organized 
by the EPPA framework.  

 

 

The WELL of the ECA 

The WELL is the place for all of your source 
materials – photos of the CEO, the HQ campus, 
the company intramural sports winners for every 
year of the competition, as well as for the policies 
and procedures and tools/templates of your 
department when it comes to guiding and 
enabling the production of all of the appropriate 
content for the ECA. 

 

The WELL is a SUPER-ORGANIZED, logical, 
intuitive library of accessible logos, branding 
imagery, photos, pictures, drawings, graphical 
elements, graphics, and PACT unique plan 
examples and templates, report/document 
examples and templates, presentation examples 
and  templates.     
                 Figure 8. ECA Segment D     
The WELL of the ECA is intended to facilitate re-use of content components in the creation of 
new content and to avoid inadvertent redundancies of outputs and their efforts.  

 

This Will Be My Final Column for A While 
I intend to take a break from writing this column for a while. I 
may pick it back up, if invited back, in another year. 

 

So, until then… cheers! 

---------- 

Guy W. Wallace, a Certified Performance Technologist, is the 
president of EPPIC Inc. He has been a performance 
improvement and training systems consultant for 44 Fortune 500 
firms since 1982. He was the president of the International 
Society for Performance Improvement in 2003-2004. His main 
Blog is at: http://pursuingperformanceblog.blogspot.com/  Guy 
may be reached at guy.wallace@eppic.biz and via his web site 
at www.eppic.biz.  

         Figure 9.  The WELL 
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